
INTRODUCTION

The circulation of Atlantic Water (AW,
http://www.ciesm.org/catalog/WaterMassAcronyms.
pdf, 100-200 m thick) in the eastern basin of the

Mediterranean Sea is still debated. Four major
schemata have been proposed up to now: Nielsen
(1912; Fig. 1a), Ovchinnikov (1966; Fig. 1b),
Lacombe and Tchernia (1972; Fig. 1c), and
Robinson et al. (1991; Fig. 1d), completed by
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SUMMARY: The schema of the Atlantic Water (AW, 100-200 m thick) circulation in the eastern basin of the Mediterranean
Sea elaborated in the 1990s (and widely referred to nowadays) mainly shows jets meandering offshore across the whole
basin. However, all previous schemata (since the 1910s) and an analysis of infrared (IR) satellite images in the 1990s show
counterclockwise circulation at basin scale. A former controversy about the circulation was elucidated in the western basin
where IR images helped describe the mesoscale features and demonstrate their role in the circulation. This motivated the
detailed analysis of IR daily and weekly composites (~1000) from 1996 to 2000, and of monthly composites since 1985. We
show that AW circulates along the upper part of the continental slope in a counterclockwise direction around the whole basin.
In the south and all year long, this circulation is unstable and generates mesoscale anticyclonic eddies that spread AW off-
shore; in the north dense water formation induces larger seasonal variability. These mesoscale eddies, as well as the Etesian-
induced eddies Ierapetra and Pelops, can be followed for years, sometimes several hundreds of km away from where they
are formed, and they can merge and/or interact with the alongslope circulation.

Keywords: Mediterranean Sea, eastern basin, surface circulation, mesoscale eddies, infrared satellite imagery, 30-46°N and
10-36°E.

RESUMEN: LA CIRCULACIÓN SUPERFICIAL EN LA CUENCA ORIENTAL DEL MAR MEDITERRÁNEO. – Los esquemas de circulación
del Agua Atlántica (AW, 100-200 m de grosor) en el Mediterráneo oriental elaborados en los años 1990 (y abundantemen-
te citados en la actualidad) presentan principalmente una corriente en chorro ondulante atravesando el centro de la cuenca.
Por el contrario, todos los esquemas anteriores (desde los años 1910) y un análisis de imágenes infrarojas (IR) de satélite en
los noventa presentan una circulación antihoraria a escala de la cuenca. Una controversia anterior sobre la circulación en la
cuenca occidental fue resuelta gracias a que las imágenes IR ayudaron a describir los fenómenos de mesoescala y demostrar
su papel en la circulación. Esto motivó un análisis detallado de imágenes IR compuestas diarias y semanales (~1000) duran-
te 1996-2000 y mensuales desde 1985. Aquí demostramos que el AW en general circula sobre la parte superior del talud con-
tinental, de forma antihoraria por toda la cuenca. En el sur, y a lo largo de todo el año, esta circulación es inestable y gene-
ra remolinos anticiclónicos de mesoescala que esparcen el AW hacia alta mar; en el norte la formación de agua densa indu-
ce una gran variabilidad estacional. Estos remolinos de mesoescala, así como los inducidos por los vientos Etesios (Ierapetra
y Pelops), pueden ser seguidos durante años, a veces por varios centenares de quilómetros a partir de su lugar de formación,
y pueden unirse y/o interaccionar con la circulación a lo largo del talud.

Palabras clave: Mar Mediterráneo, cuenca oriental, circulación superficial, remolinos de mesoescala, imágenes infrarojas
de satélite, 30-46°N y 10-36°E.



Robinson and Golnaraghi (1993; Fig. 1e) and by
Malanotte-Rizzoli et al. (1997). The three older
schemata could not be very accurate or detailed
because of the limited amount of in situ data and
because the mesoscale dynamics were unknown.
Nevertheless, the Coriolis effect is considered domi-
nant in these schemata that describe an overall circu-
lation that is essentially counterclockwise around the
basin. Hereafter they will be referred to as the “his-
torical schemata”. Our geographical terminology and
the bathymetry are superimposed on Nielsen’s
schema (Fig. 1) because it is relatively simple, and it
is fully consistent with our own analysis. 

The fourth schema is based on data and model
results from the programme Physical Oceanography
of the Eastern Mediterranean (POEM group, 1992).

It has benefited from a wealth of in situ and satellite
data, and differs markedly from the historical ones.
It describes central meandering jets crossing: i) the
central part of the Ionian subbasin or spreading
clockwise in its northern part (the “Atlantic Ionian
Stream, AIS” and the “Mid-Ionian Jet, MIJ”), ii) the
southern Cretan subbasin (i.e. the Cretan passage;
the “North African Current, NAC”) and iii) the
Levantine subbasin (the “Mid-Mediterranean Jet,
MMJ”) before iv) flowing off the Middle East and
Turkey (the “Cilician Current, CC” and the “Asia
Minor Current, AMC”). In the rest of the paper,
schemata based on central meandering jets will be
referred to as “POEM-type” schemata.

The POEM-type schemata also disagree with a
contemporaneous analysis of infrared (IR) satellite
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FIG. 1. – The different schemata of the surface circulation in the eastern basin of the Mediterranean Sea. a) Nielsen (1912); bathymetry in m.
Index of subbasins: 1: Channel of Sicily, 2a: southern Ionian, 2b: central Ionian, 2c: northern Ionian; 3: Adriatic; 4: southern Cretan; 5: west-
ern Levantine (deeper than 3000m: the Herodotus trough); 6: southeastern Levantine; 7: northern Levantine; 8: northern Cretan; 9: Aegean. 

b) Ovchinnikov (1966). c) Lacombe and Tchernia (1972). d) Robinson et al. (1991); e) Robinson and Golnaraghi (1993).
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images spanning the eighties (Le Vourch et al.,
1992). The thorough analysis presented hereafter
was undertaken considering firstly a preliminary
comparison between the western and eastern basins
that evidenced marked similarities (Millot, 1992),
and secondly that the numerous studies we have
conducted during ~20 years in the western basin
(e.g. Millot et al., 1997; Taupier-Letage et al., 2003)
have established the good correlation between satel-
lite and in situ observations. Hence, using satellite
data (not only IR but also visible and altimetric) for
circulation studies has been validated, and has
played a pivotal role in solving the controversy
about the circulation of the Levantine Intermediate
Water off the Algerian slope (Millot and Taupier-
Letage, 2005a) as well as several aspects of the cir-
culation in the whole Mediterranean Sea (Millot,
2005). Given the scarcity of in situ observations in
the eastern basin and the discrepancies between their
various interpretations, we decided to perform an
intensive analysis of IR images prior to any new
observational effort. The first results of this analysis
were presented in 2002 by Hamad et al. (2004) and
the definitive results at basin scale were published
by Hamad et al. (2005). Here we present the detailed
results down to subbasin scale. 

In the rest of the paper, when reporting previous
findings, we identify the original terms with invert-
ed commas, and use (and suggest using) terms that
we think are more adequate in our own analysis. As
an example, we use the term subbasin (or omit it) for
all parts of the eastern basin of the Mediterranean
Sea that have been defined up to now indifferently
as seas, basins or passages (see Fig.1a). For the sake
of clarity in our papers, we have adopted the termi-
nology defined hereafter. We consider that the terms
gyres and eddies imply different generation process-
es and dynamical features, and therefore we differ-
entiate them. We define gyres as circuits induced by
wind and/or thermohaline forcings, which are clear-
ly constrained by the bathymetry along most of their
periphery, i.e. at basin or subbasin scale; gyres are
thus stationary for the most part. We characterise
them as clockwise / counterclockwise. We define
eddies as mesoscale phenomena generated either by
processes that destabilise the circulation or by the
wind stress curl locally induced by orographic
effects. We characterise them as cyclonic / anticy-
clonic. Eddies are not constrained by the bathymetry
(but can be guided by it), and thus can grow and
move. We consider that they propagate when

embedded in their parent current (a propagation
speed can be theoretically defined) and that they
drift when separated / isolated. Eddies are mesoscale
phenomena that can reach diameters up to 250 km,
even in the Mediterranean Sea, last for years and
extend down to the bottom. 

In the next section we present our use of the IR
images. First we briefly describe the AW circulation
in the western basin to show the relevance of the
information provided by these images and to allow
further comparisons with the eastern basin (see
Millot and Taupier-Letage, 2005b for more details);
then we present our data set, describe the visual
analysis technique and stress its validity by compar-
ing it with other observations In the following sec-
tion we present the surface circulation schemata
available at basin scale, as well as those at subbasin
and meso-scales. Another section contains our inter-
pretation of the images in terms of surface circula-
tion. We discuss the previous analyses and schema-
ta, and finally propose our own schema for the AW
circulation.

VISUAL ANALYSIS OF SATELLITE IR IMAGES

The findings inferred in the western basin

From the experience gained in analysing IR
images to deduce dynamical patterns (Le Vourch et
al., 1992), Millot (1992) suggested that the overall
circulation in the western basin was similar to that in
the eastern basin, and that mesoscale dynamics
played a major role in both basins. In the western
basin, a few images prompted new hypotheses about
the processes (Millot, 1985) and led to original cir-
culation schemata being elaborated (Millot, 1987).
Complementary sets of images (e.g. Taupier-Letage
and Millot, 1988) and in situ experiments guided by
satellite information (e.g. Millot et al., 1990, 1997)
have allowed the schemata to be refined (Millot,
1999). The sampling strategy of operations such as
ELISA (Eddies and Leddies Interdisciplinary Study
off Algeria, 1997-1998, www.ifremer.fr/lobtln/
ELISA) is now adjusted according to the imagery
received aboard in near real time, and mesoscale
features are sampled in the most efficient way
(Taupier-Letage et al., 2003; Millot and Taupier-
Letage, 2005a). The circulation in the western basin
is first described to emphasise similarities / differ-
ences with its eastern counterpart.
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Upon entering the Alboran, the AW generally
describes one or two clockwise gyres before flowing
along the Algerian slope. Then, specific instability
processes generate mesoscale meanders and eddies
off Algeria, so that this flow of AW (100-200 m
thick) was named the Algerian Current (Millot,
1985). Most of the time the current meanders and
generates a series of coastal (paired) eddies ~50 km
in diameter but once or twice a year a meander
increases in size (~100 km). Such a meander gener-
ates an embedded anticyclonic eddy, and both gen-
erate an anticyclonic eddy in the lower layer that can
extend down to the bottom (~3000 m; Obaton et al.,
2000; Millot and Taupier-Letage, 2005a). The
ensemble (named event) can remain stationary or
propagate downstream (up to 3-5 km/day), follow
the deep isobaths and finally detach from its parent
current at the entrance of the channel of Sardinia.
After pinching off, an event looks like an open-sea
anticyclonic eddy, intense in the surface layer and
still able to extend down to the bottom (Ruiz et al.,
2002). Then, probably because of the trough formed
by the deepest isobaths in the eastern Algerian, most
eddies drift along a counterclockwise circuit in this
area. Since the Algerian eddies (AEs) have lifetimes
of up to ~3 years (Puillat et al., 2002), the subbasin
can be almost filled with these eddies, which fre-
quently interact with each other and with their par-
ent current. 

The AW that has been entrained seawards by the
AEs accumulates northwards (thus forming the
North-Balearic front) before concentrating and flow-
ing along western Corsica. Then it merges with the
part of the AW that has not been entrained seawards
off Algeria but has progressed along the southern and
eastern slopes of the Tyrrhenian (without entering the
eastern basin): the western Corsican and Tyrrhenian
flows join and form the Northern Current. The
Northern Current displays a marked seasonal vari-
ability, since it is linked to the formation of the
Western Mediterranean Dense Water (WMDW) that
occurs in the Liguro-Provençal subbasin. However,
this is not a rim current stricto sensu, since it does not
surround the zone of dense water formation in the
south. This current is mainly affected by meanders
up to ~100 km in wavelength that never evolve into
eddies, and that propagate downstream at 10 to 20
km/day in winter (Crépon et al., 1982) and 5 to 10
km/day in spring to autumn (Sammari et al., 1995).
Note that the former “Liguro-Provenço-Catalan
Current” was named Northern Current (Millot, 1991)

to emphasise the fact that it was expected to be a
common characteristic of both the western and east-
ern basins of the Mediterranean Sea, as well as of the
Asian Mediterranean Sea, that is, the East/Japan Sea
(Millot, 1992).

Other eddies are induced by the wind. Major
ones develop as a pair, east of the Strait of
Bonifacio, due to the effect of the orography of
Corsica and Sardinia on westerly winds. Artale et al.
(1994) have shown that the cyclonic eddy in the
north was surrounded by a rim current and Fuda et
al. (2002) have hypothesised it might be a zone of
dense water formation. Note that this eddy results
from AW diverging (uplifting of the interface),
hence forming a motionless cool central area, while
the anticyclonic eddy in the south is composed of
AW converging (depression of the interface) and
rotating as a warm isolated lens. As emphasised by
Millot and Taupier-Letage (2005b), these basic dif-
ferences also occur between such mesoscale eddies
in the eastern basin.

The IR data set

The NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration) operates a series of quasi-polar
orbiting satellites carrying an Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) that has channels
in both the visible and the IR. Since the atmosphere
contaminates the marine emitted signals, a multi-IR-
channel algorithm is used to compute a Sea Surface
Temperature (SST). A major problem to face is that
the IR signal is emitted by the very surface (skin
temperature), which is not always representative of
the bulk temperature, which is the one of interest.
For instance, solar heating on calm days leads to
warm superficial spots, and intense evaporation
leads to colder skin temperature. However, as it will
be seen hereafter, these situations can be easily
detected and thus disregarded in the analysis. In this
paper we consider only the SSTs that are representa-
tive of the bulk temperature, and from which we
intend to infer information about the surface (at
least) layer dynamics.

The AVHRR thermal resolution is 0.125°C and
the SST is generally retrieved with a precision high-
er than 1°C. The spatial resolution is ~1 km at nadir
in the Local Area Coverage mode (otherwise ~4 km
in Global Area Coverage mode), the swath width is
~3000 km and several orbits are available per day
over the Mediterranean. Generally, AVHRR data are
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put through a series of procedures to remove data
that is out of range, detect the presence of clouds,
reduce the atmospheric contamination, compute
SST and correct the geographical distortions. Daily,
weekly, monthly, etc. composites are computed (in
different ways), mainly to obtain cloud-free images.
There is a general agreement that, given their spatio-
temporal characteristics, time series of these images
are an adequate tool for studying the Mediterranean.
However, there are two major approaches that are
based on different analysis strategies and can thus
diverge: climatological studies vs. dynamical ones.
To perform climatological studies at basin scale (e.g.
Marullo et al., 1999a,b), a pixel of ~4 km is often
used and accurate SST values are needed every-
where, even where no data are available. The images
are essentially composites to which spatial interpo-
lation techniques are generally applied, which filter
out tenuous gradients that we personally consider as
significant. Even though averaging increases the
information significance, the longer the time aver-
age the higher the damping of the real situation: for
instance, in the case of warmer eddies propagating
in line along the coast, a monthly/yearly average
will only display a continuous warmer strip parallel
to the coast. Therefore, even though this statistical
approach is fully objective and does not require any
personal input, it cannot be used for describing the
circulation and performing dynamical studies.

To perform dynamical studies, one needs to
describe phenomena that, considering their space
and time scales, have permanent although variable
SST signatures. Indeed, comparing the signature of
an eddy during a calm and sunny day with its signa-
ture a few hours later after a wind speed increase, or
this signature in summer vs. winter can hardly be
done automatically with a computer. In addition,
there is theoretically no direct relation between a
streamline and an isotherm since both can be either
parallel or perpendicular. Indeed, in the case of a jet,
streamlines and isotherms are parallel at the base of
the jet (giving the direction/sense of the jet), while
they are perpendicular at its nose (the progression of
the nose is computed from its successive positions).
This is why all techniques proposed for inferring
streamlines from SST gradients cannot be routinely
applied and why only those following a given small-
scale SST feature on a series of images allow the
large-scale currents that have transported this fea-
ture to be inferred. Whatever the case, IR images are
used worldwide to study the circulation, as it is easy

to intuitively infer features such as eddies and jets,
and to recognise their signature from one image to
the following one (up to several days apart), even if
images were collected with different meteorological
or stratification conditions. With some practice, this
is as easy as inferring, just from the visual analysis
of cloud images, the sense of rotation, and the size
and location of either a tornado or a cyclone.   

We have analysed ~1000 daily and weekly SST
composites for the period 1996 to 2001, and all
monthly composites from 1993 to 2001, from the
German remote sensing centre DFD/DLR
(http://eoweb.dlr.de, Figs. 4 to 21). To our knowl-
edge, this is the only web site where images are
available i) of the whole Mediterranean ii) geo-
graphically registered iii) at full resolution (~1 km)
and iv) for free. Image processing and composing is
described in http://eoweb.dlr.de:8080/short_guide/
D-SST.html. The main DFD/DLR’s composition
characteristic is that there is no interpolation: the
daily images are composed retaining the SST maxi-
mum value of every pixel to minimise cloud cover-
age and atmospheric contamination. The drawbacks
are first that warm spots due to episodic solar heat-
ing are thus systematically selected (see Fig. 6d, off
the Cyrenaïca), and second that artificial thermal
fronts due to the thermal contrast between night and
day may appear (see Fig. 8b, between H and P97).
In the former case information on the SST (signing
the surface circulation) is obliterated, while in the
latter case it is preserved. However, these composi-
tion artefacts are easily detected, and disregarded in
the qualitative dynamical analysis. Weekly and
monthly products are derived from the daily com-
posites using the average. We have also analysed
images from the PODAAC Pathfinder Archive
(~9 km, SST, night and day composites, 8-day and
monthly composites, January 1985 to present,
http://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/sst/, Fig. 2 and 22), and
from the SATMOS (agreement INSU/METEO-
FRANCE, ~1 km, brightness temperature/ channel 4
(= relative temperature), individual paths, October
2001 to present).

The visual analysis

Contrary to the statistical/climatological
approach, which focuses on absolute SST values
which usually have a coarse spatial resolution, the
visual analysis considers the shape, location and
consistency of isotherms, even if they are only par-
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tially visible due to cloud coverage, at high spatial
resolution (1-2 km). The SST absolute value is not
relevant for characterising a structure, since tenuous
gradients can be as significant as stronger ones, due
to meteorological conditions and/or stratification. In
the same way, SST variations on day-night and sea-
sonal scales must be disregarded, since the same
eddy can be colder than its surroundings in summer,
and warmer in winter. As a consequence, no thresh-
old criteria can be determined to detect and track
structures objectively (for more details see Taupier-
Letage et al., 1998). To identify oceanic phenomena
in any season, stratification or meteorological con-
ditions, it is thus necessary to stretch the colour
scale according to the thermal dynamics, so that we
only consider relative SST values. The colour scale
(from blue (resp. light grey) for low temperatures to
red (resp. dark grey) for higher temperatures) cannot
be kept constant throughout time series, and there is
no univocal correspondence colour-SST (examples
are given by the ~3 year-time series of ~30 images
used to track two Algerian eddies (Puillat et al.,
2002) and four generations of the Ierapetra eddy
(see Fig. 13) during ~3 years).

The visual analysis of a given image consists in
reporting the isotherms (even segments only, if
cloudy) delineating a circulation feature and super-
imposing all corresponding isotherms detected in
successive images (as illustrated by Figure 3 of
Marullo et al., 2003). The recurrence of some spe-
cific contouring ends up in delineating the whole
feature, its centre in the case of an eddy, and if it is
moving, its direction and speed. As no automated
method can achieve such a visual/”subjective”
analysis, which is also highly time-consuming, it is
not used extensively. To validate our approach, we
detail some arguments and compare our results with
those inferred from other data sets.

The basic argument supporting the validity of
visual analysis is that oceanic and atmospheric phe-
nomena have dramatically different space and time
scales. Essentially, clouds are changing and moving
more rapidly than any oceanic phenomenon so that
comparing two images, even if only a few hours
apart, prevents the limits of a cloud being mistaken
for those of an eddy. Even when looking at a single
image, most oceanic phenomena are differentiated
from atmospheric ones because their size is general-
ly intermediate between that of mid-latitude low-
pressure systems and the size of single clouds.
Moreover, patterns are also characteristic: isotherms

associated with oceanic phenomena are smoother
and less patchy than those associated with atmos-
pheric ones. 

Aside from the problems due to atmospheric
contamination and warm spots, one can also ques-
tion the relation between the skin and the bulk tem-
peratures, i.e. the SST significance. The most com-
mon argument is to say that waves occur almost per-
manently, so that the skin temperature is generally
representative of the mixed layer. However, depend-
ing on the wave height and wavelength (i.e. the wind
characteristics), the season (i.e. the thermocline) and
the overall situation (i.e. a zone of dense water for-
mation vs. a permanently stratified coastal current),
the mixed layer thickness can range from a few
metres to 100s of metres. Therefore, whether a 
100-km eddy is signed by SST differences of 1°C or
10°C is not important for the visual analysis, which
is only concerned with the size and location of the
eddy. The problem of skin vs. bulk temperature
appears to be crucial for climatological studies only,
not for process studies.

Another aspect worth noting is that mesoscale
eddies with diameters of a few 100 km are known
from theoretical and worldwide field experiments to
have lifetimes of a few months / years and propaga-
tion speeds of a few km/day. Thus, even if an eddy
cannot be seen from space for a while, it will most
likely be recognised with a roughly similar shape
and location a couple of days/weeks apart. This not
only helps when the cloud coverage is intense but
also when the seasonal thermocline is relatively
sharp (a few degrees) and thin (a few metres), after
several sunny days with light winds, so that the eddy
signature can be more or less masked although no
warm spots occur (as frequently observed in the
eastern Levantine).

Finally, the benefits of visual analysis can be
illustrated by three examples. One concerns identi-
fying AW. After entering one or the other basin (in
their southern parts), AW is first warmed up while it
progresses eastwards and then cooled when it pro-
gresses northwards and reaches the dense water for-
mation zones. Since AW also encounters seasonal
variability everywhere, just considering a certain
definite SST range does not allow it to be automati-
cally identified all along its course. Since a visual
analysis pays more attention to the continuity and
shape of a set of isotherms than to the value of one
given isotherm, AW can be visually identified (see
Figures 22 and 23a, where the warmer AW can be
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identified all around the basin, including in the
north, thus proving that there is no bias due to lati-
tude). The second example concerns the characteri-
sation of mesoscale eddies. In case 3 anticyclonic
eddies (identified by higher SST) are close to each
other (positioned on the summits of a triangle), any
automatic pattern recognition will define a cyclonic
eddy in-between (possibly even the unique structure
detected), centred on the lower SST values.
However, visual analysis, which considers only the
shape of the isotherms, will clearly identify the 3
anticyclonic eddies, and will interpret the continuity
of the isotherms in-between only as a transient eddy-
induced (cyclonic) circulation (that will disappear as
soon as one eddy moves away; see Figure 3 of
Taupier-Letage and Millot, 1988). The last example
concerns the characterisation of the so-called
“Mersa-Matruh eddy or gyre” southwestern
Levantine: while several (anticyclonic) mesoscale
eddies clearly appear permanently in this area on
images processed by visual analysis (see Figs. 9 to
13), the climatological method used by Marullo et
al. (1999a) does not allow any such eddies to be evi-
denced in this area most of the time. Therefore,
using IR imagery to study circulation features is spe-
cific, in that tracking the propagation of eddies from
a time series of images is more informative than
considering the averaged image for the same period,
especially since averaging introduces biases for
propagating eddies and places emphasis on station-
ary ones (note, however, that the actual technique
for analysing altimetric data smoothes the stationary
eddies and emphasises the propagating ones).

Comparisons with other data sets 

Many papers, based on comparisons with other
data sets, account for the efficiency of IR images to
depict oceanic phenomena not only worldwide, but
also in the eastern basin (e.g. Özsoy et al., 1993;
Horton et al., 1994; Zodiatis et al., 1998; Marullo et
al., 2003). Therefore, we have restricted this section
to a few additional comparisons, among which are
the POEM data sets. Let us first emphasise the
agreement between the thermal (IR) and biological
(visible) signatures of mesoscale features (e.g.
Arnone and La Violette, 1986 and Fig. 17 in
Taupier-Letage et al., 2003, in the western basin;
Fig. 1 in Taupier-Letage and Millot, 2003, in the
easternmost part of the eastern basin). Consistency
between IR images of Algerian eddies and drifting

buoy trajectories was also established by Salas et al.
(2002) and Font et al. (2004). We also compared all
XBT transects collected in 1999-2000 during the
Mediterranean Forecasting System Pilot Project
(MFSPP) to IR images, both in the western basin
(Fuda et al., 2000) and the eastern one: all
mesoscale anticyclonic features that were crossed
have a clear in situ signature, at least down to 400-
500 m (Manzella et al., 2001; Zervakis et al., 2002;
Fusco et al., 2003; Hamad, 2003). Analysing anticy-
clonic eddies propagating north off Crete and
tracked by their IR signatures has also been backed
by moored ADCP time series (Cardin and Hamad,
2003). Let us also emphasise the agreement with the
most recent numerical results (e.g. Pinardi and
Masetti, 2000; Alhammoud et al., 2003, 2005).
Finally, agreement with altimetric data is also good,
provided that the minima of the sea level anomalies
generally associated with mesoscale cyclonic eddies
(hence with negative values) are just considered as a
kind of reference level (hence associated with near-
ly zero values, not corresponding to any coherent
structure). Indeed, images show that anticyclones
heavily outnumber cyclones and are roughly twice
as intense and large as defined from altimetry.

This agreement between remotely sensed and in
situ observations is to be expected, since valid
observations cannot be questioned and must obvi-
ously be consistent. But what can differ is their
interpretation, as in the case of the POEM data sets.
Figure 2 shows the dynamical patterns encountered
during the four major POEM campaigns, which
spanned several week / month periods each, and the
corresponding SST relevant composites. All the
major features evidenced from in situ data are
detected on IR images. For POEM ON 85 (Fig. 2a,
b): the cool “West Cretan gyre”, the warm “Mersa-
Matruh” in the southwestern Levantine, the 3-pole
signature of “Shikmona”, the “Rhodes gyre” and its
southeastern extension, the “AMC” meandering and
its associated eddy. For POEM MA 86 (Fig. 2c, d):
the warm “Mersa-Matruh” in the southwestern
Levantine, the 2-pole structure of “Shikmona”, the
warm eddy off the gulf of Antalya, the progression
of the “AMC” towards Crete. For POEM AS 87
(Fig. 2e, f): the inflow meandering in the channel of
Sicily, the northward branch in the Ionian, the
coastal eddy off Libya and Egypt and the cooler one
north of it, Ierapetra, the multi-pole structure of
“Shikmona”, the large “AMC” meander, the
“Rhodes gyre” and its northeastward extension. For
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POEM O 91 (Fig. 2g, h): the flow structure in the
channel of Sicily (different from POEM AS 87), the
northward branch in the Ionian, Pelops and
Ierapetra, a coastal eddy in the southwestern
Levantine and an offshore one in the southwestern
Levantine, the more simple structure of
“Shikmona”, the “Cyprus anticyclonic eddy”, the
“Rhodes gyre” and its extensions towards both the
northeast and southeast.

It is clear that our analysis of IR images agrees
with our own analysis of all in situ data sets (in par-

ticular the POEM ones), basically evidencing an AW
alongslope flow at basin scale and intense mesoscale
eddies. In addition, many papers have shown that all
these eddies generally extend down to the deepest
levels that were sampled, sometimes down to ~2000
m at least (e.g. Feliks and Itzikowitz, 1987; Brenner,
1989, 1993; Özsoy et al., 1991, 1993; Horton et al.,
1994; Zodiatis et al., 1998). Therefore, as for the
western basin, we think that the visual analysis of IR
images can provide relevant information not only at
the surface but also at depths (down to 100-200 m
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FIG. 2. –  Comparison of satellite (IR composites) and in situ (dynamics heights anomaly of the surface during the POEM cruises, from
Robinson et al. (1991) and from Malanotte-Rizzoli et al. (1999)) observations: a, b (November 1985, POEM ON 85), c, d (March 1986,
POEM MA 86), e, f (August - early September 1987, POEM AS 87), g, h (October 199, POEM O 91). The main features are identified, using
the POEM nomenclature (AIS: Atlantic Ionian Stream, AMC: Asia Minor Current, AE: Antalya Eddy, CAE: Cyprus Anticyclonic Eddy, E: 

unnamed Eddy, I: Ierapetra, MM: Mersa Matruh, P: Pelops, RG: Rhodes Gyre, S: Shikmona, WCG: West Cretan Gyre).



for the AW flow, potentially down to the bottom for
the mesoscale eddies). 

THE AVAILABLE SURFACE CIRCULATION
SCHEMA

Schema at basin scale

Nielsen’s (1912) schema (Fig. 1a), although
based on very few hydrological data, shows the AW
circulating counterclockwise and alongslope in the
Ionian and the Levantine before entering the Aegean
entirely. Then, the Black Sea water joins the AW and
both flow out of the Aegean around Greece before
splitting into two branches. One branch enters the
Adriatic and the other one continues flowing coun-
terclockwise in the Ionian, thus joining the Adriatic
outflow south of Italy. This overall counterclock-
wise and alongslope circulation is explained by
Nielsen (p. 134) as “due in the first place to the
earth’s rotation, which bends the current to the right
and thus forces the inflowing AW up against the
coast of Africa and constantly maintains the current
system” and is shown by any relevant numerical
model (e.g. Spall, 2004).

Ovchinnikov’s (1966) schema (Fig. 1b) is based
on geostrophic computations from a larger set of
hydrological data. The AW flow describes a mean-
der in the central Ionian and generates two clock-
wise circuits off Tunisia and Libya. Two relatively
large counterclockwise circuits are also indicated:
one southwest of Crete and the other in the northern
Ionian. Then, the AW flow meanders in the south-
western and central Levantine, generating small
counterclockwise and clockwise circuits in the area
of Mersa-Matruh before roughly splitting into two
branches. One branch flows alongslope, thus enclos-
ing an area that could be assimilated to “Shikmona”,
while the other one progresses directly towards
Cyprus. Part of the former branch joins the latter
east of Cyprus and both form the “AMC”, which
will join the other part west of Cyprus to form what
could be assimilated to the counterclockwise
“Rhodes gyre” and to a “West Cyprus gyre”. The
AW flow then penetrates the Aegean.

Lacombe and Tchernia’s (1972) schema (Fig.
1c), based on complementary hydrological data,
represents a kind of “AIS”, a large counterclockwise
circuit in the central and northern Ionian, and two
clockwise circuits off Tunisia and Libya. Contrary

to Ovchinnikov’s schema, it does not display a
“Cretan gyre”. In the Levantine the AW flow
diverges, similarly to what was represented in the
western basin (see Millot, 1985, for the related dis-
cussion). Part of the flow continues its progression
alongslope and counterclockwise at basin scale,
while the other part spreads seaward towards
Cyprus. Within the “Rhodes gyre” area the schema-
tised circulation is rather complex. No AW is shown
entering the Aegean, where the major schematised
feature is the outflow from the Black Sea. 

The asset of Robinson et al.’s (1991) schema
(Fig. 1d) is the introduction of a kind of mesoscale
variability (even though they mainly describe gyres
while we describe eddies). Little information is pro-
vided in the Ionian, where the AW flow meanders
and forms the “AIS”. Two permanent features are
indicated, the Pelops eddy and the “Cretan gyre”. In
the northern Ionian the circulation is indicated to
reverse seasonally. The AW flow continues in the
central Levantine and forms the “MMJ” (called the
“Central Levantine Basin Current” by Özsoy et al.,
1989). Then, the “MMJ” splits into a series of
branches. Some branches turn counterclockwise
west of Cyprus, forming the “Rhodes gyre” and the
“West Cyprus gyre”, before becoming the “AMC”
that merges with the northern parts of both gyres.
Other branches turn clockwise and feed a set of per-
manent or transient and recurrent clockwise gyres,
the major two being known as “Mersa-Matruh” and
“Shikmona” (as first named by Hecht et al., 1988).
There is no indication of a possible alongslope coun-
terclockwise flow; furthermore, a clockwise alongs-
lope flow is indicated off the Middle East coasts,
south of Cyprus. AW outflows from the southeastern
Levantine around Cyprus, forming the “recurrent
CC” that will then join the “AMC”. Other features
are indicated either as recurrent or transient: the
cyclonic “Latakia eddy”, the anticyclonic “Antalya
eddy” as well as other anticyclonic eddies in the
Ionian, the southern Cretan and the southeastern
Levantine. The transient anticyclonic eddy southeast
of Crete (now named Ierapetra) is indicated with a
relatively small size and there is no indication of a
possible “AMC” penetration into the Aegean.

Robinson and Golnaraghi (1993) refined
Robinson et al.’s schema (Fig. 1e), hence making it
relatively complex. In the Ionian they represent the
splitting that the “AIS” is said to have encountered
in summer 1987, especially with a major branch that
circulates clockwise alongslope off Italy and
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Greece, enclosing the Pelops eddy and entering the
southern Cretan. Another major branch of the “AIS”
meanders and crosses the whole central Ionian
before joining the former branch. In the Levantine,
all mesoscale clockwise features previously indicat-
ed in the southeast can possibly merge into a unique
clockwise circuit. Therefore, the resulting circula-
tion in the southeastern Levantine is definitely
clockwise off the Egyptian slope.

The schemata and analyses available at 
subbasin and meso- scales

The subbasin circulation schemata

With time and increasing data sets and modelling
efforts, subbasin scale schemata sometimes differ
markedly from the basin-scale ones, although main-
ly based on the same core of data. Within the chan-
nel of Sicily, the “AIS” undulates in very different
paths according to Robinson and Golnaraghi (1993;
Fig. 1e), Malanotte-Rizzoli et al. (1997, Fig. 3a) and
Robinson et al. (1999, not shown). In the Ionian, the
schema by Malanotte-Rizzoli et al. (1997) complet-
ed by Napolitano et al. (2000, not shown) is based
on a revisit to the POEM 1986-1987 data set. The
“AIS” flowing around southern Sicily bifurcates
near 37°N into two main branches. The first branch
reverses clockwise directly towards Africa and
encloses two anticyclonic eddies. No possible devel-
opment of this branch south of ~34°N is indicated,
and this branch does not contribute any more to the
general circulation, contrary to the schema of
Robinson and Golnaraghi (1993) (Fig. 1e). The sec-
ond branch extends further into the northeastern
Ionian as far as ~ 39°N, and then turns clockwise to
cross the entire Ionian southeastwards, forming the
“Mid-Ionian Jet, MIJ”. Thus the circulation is no
longer clockwise alongslope in the whole northern
subbasin, as represented in the schema of Robinson
and Golnaraghi (1993, Fig. 1e). The “MIJ” enters
the southern Cretan from far offshore, and becomes
the “MMJ”. South of Crete, some of the AW flow
(transported eastwards by the “MMJ” and trans-
formed into “Levantine Surface Water: LSW”)
flows back northwestwards. When entering the
Ionian, “LSW” forms two branches, one flowing
into the southern Aegean, the other dividing into two
smaller branches that surround the “Cretan cyclone”
and the Pelops anticyclone. Surface water originat-

ing from the Adriatic (“Adriatic Sea Water: ASW”)
is mainly entrained southeastwards by the “MIJ”
across the Ionian and transformed into “Ionian Sea
Water: ISW”. A cyclonic eddy south of Italy, a
cyclonic eddy northwest of Greece and an anticy-
clonic eddy between Crete and the Peloponnese
have been added. 

In the central part of the basin (33-37°N, 20-
30°E), it has been known for a long time (e.g.
Lacombe et al., 1958; Burman and Oren, 1970) that
large exchanges of surface water between the
Levantine and the Aegean / northern Cretan occur
through the east-Cretan straits. The Zodiatis (1992,
1993) analysis is consistent with the Theocharis et al.
(1993) schemata for late winter 1986 and late sum-
mer 1987 (Fig. 3b,c). The “AMC” always splits
before Rhodes. One branch penetrates into the
Aegean through the Rhodes strait while the other
forms the northern part of the “Rhodes gyre” and
penetrates through the other east-Cretan straits
(Karpathos and Kasos) in winter only, when the
“Rhodes gyre” has its maximum extension and
strength. The circulation undergoes a large seasonal
variability north and south of Crete. During winter
1986 (Fig. 3b), the “AMC” within the northern
Cretan surrounds two cyclonic eddies while it merges
with a meandering “MMJ” in the southern Cretan.
During summer 1987 (Fig. 3c), the circulation mean-
dered eastwards (in opposition to the winter one)
within the northern Cretan and through the Karpathos
and Kasos straits, while a huge Ierapetra and an
intense southward flow due to the Etesians confined
the “Rhodes gyre” to the east. Within the southern
Cretan, the interpretation of the data is that the
“MMJ” is located far to the south in summer. The
“Pelops and Cretan gyres” are roughly similar in both
schemata. The schema of Theocharis et al. (1999,
Fig. 3d), based on CTD data from March 1994 to
February 1995, shows an “AMC” partly entering the
Aegean and partly veering south, where it appears
likely to merge with the “MMJ”, which is indicated
to form the northern border of the “Ierapetra gyre”.
Refinement since the previous version includes the
following permanent features in the northern Cretan:
a gyre, an anticyclone and a cyclone.

The schema of Theodorou et al. (1997) (Fig. 3e),
based on CTD data in winter 1994, confirms the
northward spreading of the “AMC” through the
east-Cretan straits shown by Theocharis et al. (Fig.
3b, d), but describes an eastward (i.e. opposed) cir-
culation in the northern Cretan. 
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In the Adriatic, the schema of Artegiani et al.
(1997) represents a counterclockwise circulation
separated into segments, with a marked seasonal
variability (Fig. 3f). In winter, the circulation is
composed only of an inflow on the eastern side of
the southern Adriatic and a southward current in the
northwestern area. In summer, only southward seg-
ments appear along the remainder of the Italian
coastline. Two major counterclockwise gyres are
schematised in the central and southern Adriatic
except during winter; they are therefore partially
disconnected from the inflow which is mainly indi-
cated for winter.

Studies of specific gyres and eddies 

a) Pelops
According to Theocharis et al. (1999), Pelops is

an anticyclonic deep (>2000 m) feature located
southwest of Peloponnese. There is a general agree-
ment that it is forced by the winds (Le Vourch et al.,
1992; Golnaraghi and Robinson, 1994; Ayoub et al.,
1998). However, it is also considered as an “AIS”
meander by Marullo et al. (1999a), as a permanent
eddy by Robinson et al. (1991) and gyre by
Theocharis et al. (1993, 1999). Matteoda and Glenn
(1996) suggest it is an almost persistent feature sub-
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FIG. 3. –  The different schemata of the surface circulation in: the Ionian (a) from Malanotte-Rizzoli et al. (1997); the Cretan in late winter
1986 (b) and late summer 1987 (c) from Theocharis et al. (1993), from Theocharis et al. (1999) (d), and from Theodorou et al. (1997) 

(e); the Adriatic from Artegiani et al. (1997) (f).



ject to interannual variability since, from weekly IR
images, they infer its continuous presence from
autumn 1990 to spring 1992, its absence during ~2
years, and then its temporary occurrence during the
1994 and 1995 winter-spring periods. According to
Ayoub (1997) who analysed altimetric data (1992-
1996), Pelops represents a complex series of eddies
moving along the Greek coasts, which is generated
in late autumn and persists until the end of the win-
ter with a maximal intensity in November-
December. Larnicol et al. (2002) analysed similar
data (1993-1999) and indicate that Pelops is recur-
rent, displaying a seasonal variability with a
strengthening in autumn-winter. Although they also
indicate an interannual variability of its location,
Pelops is generally located south of Peloponnese in
autumn-winter and west-southwest of it in spring-
summer, thus agreeing with Matteoda and Glenn
(1996) on its tendency to propagate westward.

b) “Western Cretan gyre”
It has been described as a “permanent cyclonic

gyre” located southwest of Crete, its size varying
according to the authors (e.g. Ovchinnikov, 1966,
Fig.1b, Robinson et al., 1991-1993, Fig. 1d-e).
However, according to satellite images and in situ
data (e.g. Le Vourch et al., 1992; Theocharis et al.,
1993; Matteoda and Glenn, 1996), the relatively
cool SST values and the associated doming structure
mainly occur from late summer to early winter as a
consequence of the Etesians. 

c) Ierapetra
This intense anticyclonic eddy located southeast

of Crete was first studied by Burnett et al. (1991),
who named it the “East Cretan eddy”, and by
Theocharis et al. (1993) who first named it
Ierapetra. It has a diameter of 100 to 150 km, it can
occupy half of the southern Cretan (Hecht and
Gertman, 2001) and its signature can extend down
to at least 1500 m (Theocharis et al., 1999).
Although it is mentioned as a gyre (Larnicol et al.,
1995; Lascaratos and Tsantilas, 1997; Theocharis et
al., 1993, 1999), there seems to be a general agree-
ment about the Horton et al. (1994) hypothesis that
Ierapetra is due to the curl imposed on the Etesians
by the Crete orography. Ierapetra could be intensi-
fied by the outflow from the Aegean through the
Kasos strait (Kotsovinos, 1997).

However, there is a disagreement about its for-
mation period and longevity. Larnicol et al. (1995)

indicate that Ierapetra intensified at the end of
summer, was weak in spring and absent in June-
July during the period October 1992 to September
1994. Ayoub (1997) and Ayoub et al. (1998) indi-
cate a weakening of this eddy from winter to
spring and an intensification from summer until
late autumn during the period October 1992 to
December 1993. According to Matteoda and Glenn
(1996), Ierapetra persisted during the whole stud-
ied period (October 1990 to March 1995), except
for the 1993 and 1994 summers. According to the
Lascaratos and Tsantilas (1997) analysis of 155
weekly IR composites from the period July 1993 to
June 1996, Ierapetra undergoes an annual cycle
with some interannual variability. It is generated in
spring-summer, becomes fully developed in late
summer and disappears in the following spring.
According to Larnicol et al. (2002), the Ierapetra
formation in 1996 and 1997 was specific with an
occurrence far to the south of its normal position.
As already suggested by Theocharis et al. (1993),
these authors closely link the Ierapetra variability
with the variation in latitude of the position of the
“MMJ”. 

d) “Mersa-Matruh”
According to Brenner’s (1989) analysis of

POEM data (October 1985, March 1986), this fea-
ture is an “Egypt eddy” that is generated in summer
close to the Egyptian coasts by an unstable mean-
dering of the “NAC” and then propagates ~160 km
northeastwards at ~1 km/d. According to other stud-
ies, this feature is a permanent gyre called “Egypt
gyre” (Said, 1984) or “Mersa-Matruh gyre”
(Robinson et al., 1991; Tziperman and Malanotte-
Rizzoli, 1991; Malanotte-Rizzoli and Berga-
masco, 1991). Golnaraghi (1993) claims it is the
strongest gyre in the eastern basin (up to 350 km in
diameter) frequently interacting with the “MMJ”.
“Mersa-Matruh” is also described as a complex sys-
tem composed of several mesoscale eddies (Özsoy
et al., 1989; Horton et al., 1994; Ayoub, 1997) or as
a meander of the “MMJ” (Larnicol et al., 2002).
Zervakis et al. (2002) consider that “Mersa-Matruh”
is a stable anticyclone that progressively disappears
along a specific transect, probably having disinte-
grated into smaller scales, and suggest that it is more
a closed eddy (transport >4 Sv) than a meander of
the “NAC”.

Horton et al. (1994) and Ayoub (1997) mention
that the most convenient period to observe an
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intense “Mersa-Matruh” would be during the weak-
ening / absence of Ierapetra while the analysis of the
POEM-1991 data (Malanotte-Rizzoli et al., 1999)
shows the simultaneous presence of a strong
Ierapetra and a strong “Mersa-Matruh”. According
to the numerical simulations of Roussenov et al.
(1995), “Mersa-Matruh” is generated in summer and
intensifies in November before splitting into two
cells. Larnicol et al. (1995) mention that it does not
have any clear recurrence period and is charac-
terised by rather short time scales. According to
other model results (Malanotte-Rizzoli, 1994;
Zavatarelli and Mellor, 1995; Brankart and
Brasseur, 1998) and the analysis of weekly and
monthly IR satellite composites from the period
1983 to1992 (Marullo et al., 1999a,b), “Mersa-
Matruh” can be absent.

e) “Shikmona”
Some authors indicate that “Shikmona” is com-

posed of anticyclonic mesoscale eddies originating
in the north (Feliks and Itzikowitz, 1987; Brenner,
1989). However, Özsoy et al. (1989, 1991), POEM
Group (1992), Robinson et al. (1991) and Larnicol
et al. (2002) indicate that a recurrent clockwise gyre
is generated there by the “MMJ”. According to
Ayoub et al. (1998) and Zodiatis et al. (1998),
“Shikmona” represents a complex system composed
of mesoscale eddies, the positions, sizes, and inten-
sities of which vary markedly. An anticyclonic eddy
lying south of Cyprus, which Brenner (1989) calls
the Cyprus eddy, and estimated to have a ~3-year
lifetime (Brenner, 1993) is expected to be the major
element of this system by Özsoy et al. (1993) and
Ayoub (1997).

“Shikmona” is given to be either permanent
(Hecht, 1988; Özsoy et al., 1989) or recurrent
(Robinson et al., 1991). According to models,
“Shikmona” is either encountered in all seasons
except in winter (Tziperman and Malanotte-Rizzoli,
1991), or generated in summer before propagating
westwards and decaying in late autumn (Roussenov
et al., 1995), or absent (Malanotte-Rizzoli and
Bergamasco, 1991; Malanotte-Rizzoli, 1994;
Zavatarelli and Mellor, 1995). Larnicol et al., (1995)
indicate that it does not have any clear recurrence
period and is characterised by rather short time
scales. According to Brenner (1993) and Horton et
al. (1994), its surface signature is weak in winter
and not always detectable in summer due to the
strong seasonal thermocline. 

f) “Antalya gulf eddies”
Özsoy et al. (1993) indicate the occurrence (from

1986 to 1990) of eddies with a vertical extent of
~300 m at least at both the entrance (where the eddy
is said to be recurrent) and the exit (where the eddy
is said to be permanent) of the gulf.

g) “Rhodes gyre”
It is well known (at least from Nielsen, 1912, p.

140) that a process of dense water formation (main-
ly of LIW) occurs in the northern Levantine, more
specifically south of Rhodes. Ovchinnikov (1966) as
well as recent schemata (e.g. Fig. 21c,d, 22b,c) indi-
cate that this occurs in an area permanently enclosed
by a counterclockwise circulation commonly named
the “Rhodes gyre”. Özsoy et al. (1989) correlate this
gyre with the Etesians, so that it is expected to be
more intense in summer. While the “Rhodes gyre” is
said to be generated by the Cretan sea outflow
(Kotsovinos, 1997) and/or to be delimited in the
south by the “MMJ” (Robinson et al., 1991),
Theocharis et al. (1993, 1999) indicate that the
“AMC” surrounds the gyre on its northern and west-
ern edges.

In summary, there is clearly no agreement at
basin scale between the “historical” schemata and
the recent (POEM) ones, the major question being
the occurrence or not of an overall counterclock-
wise circulation. Additional debates concern the
characteristics of nearly all mesoscale features of
the circulation at subbasin scale, in particular their
forcing mechanism (i.e. are they eddies or gyres?)
and lifetime (i.e. are they permanent, recurrent or
transient?). 

RESULTS: THE SURFACE CIRCULATION
INFERRED FROM THE IR IMAGES ANALYSIS

Given the amount of data and the time span, we
have found it more efficient to identify regions
where specific dynamics occur, and to present our
analysis region by region. For each region, as
roughly defined in Figure 1a, we detail one or a
few situations that are representative of the overall
dynamics there. Note that the AW upper part has
been given specific names by previous authors
depending on the subbasins. However, we consid-
er that the AW transformation is a continuous
process, and we identify surface water everywhere
with AW only. 
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The channel of Sicily

The channel of Sicily is logically the first region
to deal with for AW circulation in the eastern basin.
However the visual analysis is most difficult there
(see below), and therefore readers that are inexperi-
enced in analysing thermal patterns might want to
temporarily skip this sub-section. Indeed, complex
and shallow bathymetry (continental shelves,
banks, islands) within and southwards from the
channel generates mesoscale turbulence that
increases the AW “self-mixing” and tends to
decrease the AW SST there. The frequent occur-
rence of several-day episodes of strong northwest-
erly winds, especially in winter, suddenly induces
intense mixing within a strip through the channels
of Sardinia and Sicily. Overall, SST values are
lower near Sicily than near Tunisia due to the slope
of the interface between the AW inflow and the

LIW (Levantine Intermediate Water) outflow, and
to the upwelling induced by the dominant north-
westerly winds. Out of the channel, the extremely
shallow bathymetry around the Kerkennah and
Djerba Islands (~34°N-11°E) leads to the largest
(resp. lowest) SST values encountered in the whole
sea in summer (resp. winter, except in the northern
Adriatic and Aegean). Finally, the southward open-
ing of the channel of Sicily allows AW to flow
south and to rapidly warm up all year long. To over-
come these specific difficulties, we focus on the
annual cycle and analyse monthly composites (for
1998, Fig. 4). In January, there is a clear splitting of
the AW flow exiting the channel of Sardinia into a
branch that continues alongslope around the
Tyrrhenian and a second main branch that pene-
trates through the channel of Sicily. This splitting
can be seen during the other months as well, except
during summertime, within the strip mentioned
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FIG. 4. –  The channel of Sicily from January to December 1998. N.B.: In all images the temperature increases from blue (clouds in white) 
to red. 



above, when the northwesterly winds mix AW. It is
thus expected to occur all year long. Within the
channel, AW first flows close to Tunisia. Then the
continental shelf widens near 35-36°N (Fig. 1a), so
that part of the flow tends to follow the coastline
while another part tends to follow the shelf edge
and spread in the middle of the channel. Although
this is not very clear from Figure 4, a significant
amount of AW continues following the (curved)
shelf edge and thus hits the African coastline near
12-13°E. Images such as the one in Figure 4k sug-
gest that some AW can then flow clockwise over the
Tunisian (and partly Libyan) continental shelf. 

The Ionian from 1994 to 2001 and from May
1997 to December 1999

Due to the complex bathymetry and processes
occurring in the channel of Sicily, AW enters the
Ionian over its whole southern part so that the surface
circulation there is a priori relatively complex. In
addition, the overall counterclockwise circulation
expected from basic considerations should close there
(see Fig. 1a). Moreover, as the Ionian has a large
meridian extension and characteristic forcings and
features, it varies markedly from north to south.
Given the complexity of the phenomena, as well as
the long lifetimes and the large drifts of mesoscale

eddies, we first describe the whole subbasin during a
decadal period and then detail mesoscale features
during a few consecutive years.

The whole subbasin from 1994 to 2001 (Fig. 5) 

The January composites show a branch spreading
in the northern half of the subbasin from 1994 to 1997
that is weaker in 1998 and absent from 1999 to 2001.
Full-resolution monthly composites available from
March 1993 and low-resolution composites from pre-
vious years (see Fig. 22) show that this branch has
been present from the late eighties (at least) to
January-February 1998. Although it could be partly
associated with the alleged “AIS”, its signature does
not resemble that of a meander involving most of the
AW flow or at least re-joining another branch further
east. Figure 5 suggests that this AW branch progressed
north-northeastwards before spreading in a diffusive
manner. This branch generated relatively large anticy-
clonic features in 1996 as well as mesoscale eddies
such as F, G and H from May 1997 (see detailed track-
ing in Figs. 6 to 8). Southeast of Greece, the Pelops
wind-induced eddy displays a marked interannual
variability with, for instance, the occurrence of 2
eddies in January 1997, high intensity in January 1998
and a weak signature in January 1999 (but still detect-
ed in December 1998, see Fig. 8j).
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FIG. 5. –  The Ionian in January from 1994 to 2001.



The southern part from October 1998 to December
1999 (Fig. 6)

The October image shows that AW along Africa
is more widespread in the west than in the east,
which is the common overall distribution there. We
hypothesise that this is due to the bathymetry, since
the continental shelf which is more than 2° of lati-
tude wide in the west rapidly disappears eastwards
of ~15°E (see Fig. 1a), allowing AW to be deeper
and thus narrower. As most of the eddies described
hereafter (except F and C), A originates from the
alongslope flow, it is anticyclonic, 100 to 200 km in
diameter, and drifts at a few km/d maximum along
the deeper isobaths. The AW flow continuity along
the whole Libyan coast, its instability and variations
in width, as well as the northeastward drift of A (that
will pinch off near 18°E) are better evidenced in
December. F (already located in Fig. 5) is cooler
since it comes from the north. In February, A (tem-
porarily) interacts with the flow from which it orig-

inated near 19-20°E, i.e. far downstream from where
it pinched off three months earlier, while B develops
just at that place. F continues drifting southwards
(and now has a warmer signature). 

In April (high SST values in the east are due to
warm spots), B drifts northeastwards between the
alongslope flow and A, which either is pushed sea-
wards by B and / or drifts along the deeper isobaths.
F, which is still relatively cool, has now reached the
Libyan slope and starts interacting mainly with B.
This interaction creates a cyclonic shear eddy C
separated from B and F by a cool filament that is the
continuation of the Maltese filament (defined in a
following subsection). D, which is similar to A and
B, developed upstream from where both A and B
were formed. In May, A, B and D appear roughly
similar but F and C have changed dramatically. F
has decreased in size, it has drifted eastwards and it
is now as warm as the surrounding waters.
However, C has increased in size (such a large
cyclonic eddy is rarely encountered), it has drifted
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FIG. 6. –  The southern Ionian from mid-October 1998 to December 1999.



southwestwards and thus strongly interacts with the
alongslope flow in a large portion of the coastal
zone. In early June, B which is now relatively cool
is found between the alongslope flow and A. D has
slightly propagated downstream, F has continued
eastwards, and C is mainly unchanged. Although C

will disappear in late June, its 2.5-month lifetime
represents a kind of a maximum for a cyclonic
eddy. F will also be lost by late June but D will be
recognised with the same location, shape and size
during more than 6 months before being lost in win-
ter (not shown).
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FIG. 7. –  The northern Ionian from late May 1997 to March 1998.



The July-December images of the Cyrenaïca zone
(part of Libya centred near 32°N-22°E) show the gen-
eral circulation of warm AW alongslope, the slow (a
few km/d) downstream propagation of B as well as
the westward drift and decay of A. It also shows E
(created in April out of the Fig. 6a-f frame), its sea-
ward drift and decay (mainly due to the fact that E fed
P99, not shown). B will cross the zone (near 20°E)
which is seemingly favourable for pinching-off (e.g.
A and E), and will be lost downstream in the follow-
ing months (not shown). The coastal upwellings often
encountered west of Cyrenaïca (Fig. 6e-j) display
small-scale variability that allows their downstream
propagation to be evaluated to a few km/d.

The northern part from May 1997 to March 1998
(Fig. 7)

The daily image in Figure 7a evidences in details
all features tracked hereafter. In summer, the major
feature at subbasin scale is the upwelling induced by
the Etesians off the northeastern coasts. An alongs-
lope counterclockwise circulation appears there as
soon as the Etesians stop, i.e. in September, which
lasts during the whole winter. Its penetration from
the Ionian into the Adriatic and its splitting before
the Otranto strait (south of the sub-basin) are evi-
denced during all of autumn and winter. 

In late May, P’ and P’’ in the east as well as F (the
late stages of which were analysed in the previous
subsection) and G in the west are similar to the
eddies shown by Le Vourch et al. (1992) in June and
September 1985 resp. (numbered 3 and 7 resp.). P’
and P’’ are probably induced by the Etesians while F
and G originate from the branch discussed in the
subsection dealing with the whole Ionian. In-
between, the origin of H and of the eddy south of F
and H (not labelled since it will move southwards
soon and be out of the image frames) cannot be
specified. All eddies can still be recognised in July.
In August, P’ and P’’ begin to merge while F and G
interact but do not change significantly. In
September P’ and P’’ have completely merged, H is
drifting northeastwards and F and G are still inter-
acting. In mid-October and in November, warm
water accumulates roughly where P’ and P’’ were
and in the Pelops area, so that we have named this
feature P97. H is still individualised while F and G
are still interacting. In December and January, P97 is
warmer than the surroundings and definitely signs a
coherent structure. H does not drift significantly,

while F and G begin separating. All these features
are increasingly marked in February and March.

The central part from April 1998 to December
1998 (Fig. 8)

In mid-April and May, P97 drifts westwards, H
drifts northwards and G decays. F, described in its
earlier and later stages in the two previous subsec-
tions, is stationary. J and K develop along the west-
ern Libyan slope. In late June to early July, F starts
drifting southwards, P97 and H continue drifting
westwards and northwards resp., and J and K merge
(noted K+J) while L is growing upstream. In late
July, P97 is between F, which continues drifting
southwards, and P98, which starts growing.
Although the signature of F in early September is
complex, that of P98 is clear. P97 is north of the seg-
ment joining F and P98 while K+J and L are still
propagating downstream at a few km/d.

The cool filament that crosses most of the sub-
basin in Figure 8f (see also Fig. 6d) and can be
recognised on all preceding images originating from
the southern tip of Sicily deserves a specific com-
ment. The cool Sicilian coastal waters are entrained
roughly southeastwards by the AW inflow, and pos-
sibly by the overall alongslope counterclockwise
circulation in the Ionian (Fig. 1a). This filament,
classically named the “Maltese Front”, was studied
in detail by Champagne-Philippe et al. (1982) and
statistically analysed by Le Vourch et al. (1992). It
separates recent AW in the south that continuously
flows in (as described by Figs. 3, 4, 5) from resident
/ older AW in the north. Since SST values can be
similar in both parts of it, it cannot be considered as
a classical front and we propose naming it the
Maltese filament. Whatever, this feature is associat-
ed with cool water entrained around the various anti-
cyclonic eddies, through a paddle-wheel effect, and
it has no relation with any kind of “AIS”.

In early October, F and P97 are still well identi-
fied and P98 is as coherent as was P97 one year ago.
A (see Fig. 6), which first appears in this series in
Figures 8e-f, has now drifted northwards and
entrains the Maltese filament. Figure 8h in late
October does not allow F, P97 or P98 to be evidenced
easily due to clouds, but shows that inflowing waters
in the south can be separated by a well-marked front
from cooler waters resident in the north. Hence, in
situ data collected only in the northern part of the
subbasin (thus sampling only the northern part of a
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turbulent inflow) and analysed without any help
from space will erroneously suggest the occurrence
of an “AIS” crossing the subbasin.

The November and December images first certi-
fy that F, P97 and P98 are still coherent structures.
Incidentally, they show that two wind-induced
eddies (P97 and P98), generated in the same place

according to the same seasonal process, can co-exist
one year and a few 100 km apart. They also show
that F, which was north of the Maltese filament
before early September and south of it in early
December, has “crossed” it. Therefore, this filament
does not have any proper dynamics but just evi-
dences waters entrained from a specific place across
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FIG. 8. –  The central Ionian from mid-April to early December 1998.



the subbasin. Along the Libyan slope, K+J is out of
the frame, while L has increased and is still propa-
gating downstream.

Many eddies are found and seemingly grow
where F was in October 1998, which is just east of
the Sicilian-Maltese plateau and roughly where the
overall counterclockwise alongslope circulation is
expected to close (Fig. 1a). Whatever the reasons that
make this area an essential place, eddies formed here
or passing by can then drift in various directions.
Indeed, while F propagated southward, three eddies
were shown to drift in series southeastwards (i.e.
towards Cyrenaïca), one of which was tracked from
May 1996 to at least December 1997 (not shown).

The Adriatic from May 1998 to April 1999

Since the dense water formation process domi-
nates the regime here, we focus on the seasonal vari-

ability and show a yearly series of monthly compos-
ites (Fig. 9). There is no evidence of a clear circula-
tion pattern in spring except the cool southward flow
along the Italian coastline and the local warming of
the Po outflow. In summer, the SST field is dis-
turbed by upwellings induced by the Etesians in the
northern Ionian and in the Adriatic itself. However,
from September until spring, a marked inflow
occurred during the 1998-1999 winter that is similar
to the one mentioned for the 1997-1998 winter (Fig.
7). A counterclockwise gyre starts forming in the
southern Adriatic in summer and develops in
autumn. Its signature intensifies in winter and it is
closely linked to the inflow. A second gyre occurs in
the central Adriatic, from late summer to autumn
and winter. No large mesoscale eddies develop there
(although they cannot due to the narrowness of the
subbasin, we suggest that this is more likely due to
dynamical reasons).
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FIG. 9. –  The Adriatic from May 1998 to April 1999.



The southern Cretan and the southwestern
Levantine from 1996 to 1999

Next we describe features not reported up to now
such as: the large southward drift of Ierapetra (I96);
the merging of two generations of Ierapetra’s

(I96+I97) and their drift; the persistence and station-
arity of I98 and I00 as the reason for the strength of
I99 and I01 resp.; the co-existence of I98/9 and I
00/1; the downstream propagation of the Libyan
eddies; the merging of two eddies generated by the
AW flow.
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Fig. 10. –  The southern Cretan and the western Levantine from early August 1996 to mid-June 1997.



The drift of I96 (Fig. 10)

In early August, I96 is fed from the south by a
complex zone of relatively warm swirls. By late
September, I96 has moved southeastwards while M
is drifting northwards west of it. From early to mid-
October, I96 continues drifting, M drifts around it
towards Crete, and N grows in the north. From late
October to January, I96 drifts further southwest-
wards while M and N still surround it before N dis-
appears. From February to April, I96 stops drifting
southwards. M represents water that mainly origi-
nated from the south and is present in spring where
Ierapetra forms. In June, I97 begins forming,
entraining not only old AW (associated with M) but
also more recent AW, through a paddle-wheel inter-
action with I96 still evident alongslope, about 2° of
latitude to the southwest.

The merging of I96 and I97 (Fig. 11)

One month later (Fig. 11a), I96 is still south of
I97, ~100 km apart. O and Y were formed by insta-
bility of the flow along the eastern Libyan slope
roughly where Y is, in October 1996 for O and in
May 1997 for Y respectively. Note that O and I96
are similarly signed (by warm water from alongs-
lope and cooler water from offshore), although dif-
ferent processes formed them. However, O and Y
have a markedly different signature while they have
the same origin. In August, I96 drifts northeastwards
while I97 is stationary. Both I96 and I97 begin inter-
acting in September and they have completely
merged by October. They are recognised from now
until February 1998 as a single structure named
I96+97. O and Y, which remained stationary until
October, start propagating slowly eastwards in
November. Note that O and I96+97 are close togeth-
er in February 1998 and are similarly signed.
Meanwhile, Y has markedly decreased in size, it has
pinched off from the alongslope flow and it begins
drifting seawards around O.

The drift of the merged I96+97 towards the 
western Levantine (Fig. 12)

One month later (March 1998), Y continues
drifting around O. In late April, Q has developed
just downstream from O (still flanked by Y on its
seaward side) that has drifted westwards. A com-
plex zone R appears in the east. In June, I96+97

drifts southeastwards and is aligned with O (that
has continued drifting westwards) and Q; warm
water accumulates north of Q and I96+97, depict-
ing an anticyclonic signature; downstream from
I96+97, two eddies can be identified in zone R (the
easternmost one named U’ later in the text). In
early July, the major evolutions are the diameter
increase of Q, the quasi stationarity of O, the
I96+97 location close to the coast, and the small
eddies north of Q and I96+97. By mid-August, O is
still driftless, Q is squeezed between I96+97 and
O, and I98 appears close to Crete. In late August-
early September, O and I98 display similar signa-
tures while Q and I96+97 are elongated northeast-
wards. In early October, O becomes less organised,
Q (that drifted westwards) feeds I98, I96+97 is
now just upstream from R. In early November, O is
no longer identified. It might have decayed, maybe
due to its interaction with K+J approaching
upstream (see Fig. 8), and be entrained seawards
around Q (that has continued drifting westwards).
Q is still well defined and continues feeding I98. In
the southwestern Levantine, I96+97 has started
interacting with R to form a huge (~200 km) anti-
cyclonic feature. In late November, the remainder
of O is in-between Q and I98, and the southwestern
Levantine is still occupied by the feature that
issued from I96+97 and R. Finally (in January), Q
is flanked in the northwest by K+J that has propa-
gated downstream and has been deflected around it
(in the same way as O did with Y at the beginning
of the Fig. 11 time series).

The formation and co-existence of I98/9 and I00/1
(Fig. 13)

Contrary to I96 and I97 that drifted southwards
before merging, I98 (which displays a usual signa-
ture in autumn 1998) did not drift from winter to
spring 1999. Moreover, it was still well developed in
May-June 1999, i.e. before the Etesians onset. The
August image shows that Ierapetra is fed with water
that originated from both the south (the alongslope
flow off eastern Libya and western Egypt and its
associated mesoscale eddies) and the northeast (the
so-called “AMC”). Thus the Etesians forced an
already existing eddy, and I99 is logically named
I98/9 (at least from October 1999), since its genera-
tion differs from that of I96+97. Its signature
remained intense throughout the winter 1999-2000.
In early spring, I98/9 starts drifting westwards, and
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is located near mid-Crete when I00 starts growing in
early summer 2000. Both are well identified close
together and do not drift markedly until late spring
2001. Hence, I00 is located near the Ierapetra for-
mation area in summer 2001 so that, like I98/9, it
will evolve into I00/1. Both I98/9 and I00/1 are
clearly identified until the end of autumn 2001.

Eddies merging in the southwestern Levantine 
(Fig. 14)

The warm feature associated with I96+97 and R in
late February 1999 (Fig. 14a) is similar to that in
January (Fig. 12j). Nevertheless, images in-between
are not clear enough to ascertain whether I96+97 has
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FIG. 11. –  The southeastern Ionian and the southern Cretan from July 1997 to February 1998.



persisted. This feature is thus objectively noted I’.
While nothing has markedly changed in the southern
Cretan, a new feature (S) has grown seawards from I’
and R. In April, thermal gradients are weak but
images (not shown) allow Q, I98, I’, R and S, as well
as a new eddy-like feature T to be identified. By mid-
May, the situation has changed, except for Q and I98,

since I’ extends seawards and interacts with S. The
signatures of R and T are difficult to individualise in
this image, but their tracking (with images not shown)
indicates that R has disappeared, while T maintains its
position. In late June I’ continues its seawards drift. In
late August 1999, I’ decays and its remainder appears
in-between I98, Q, T and S; U is formed alongslope,
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FIG. 12. –  The southern Cretan and the western Levantine from March 1998 to January 1999.



downstream from T. I98 is fed both from the south-
east by what remains of I’ and from the northeast by
the “AMC” continuation (see also Aug. 99 in Fig. 13).
By early September T and S interact (warm water ini-
tially entrained by T is now entrained by S). Ten days
later (Fig. 14g), the warm water is distributed over

both eddies and separating them becomes harder in
October (Fig. 14h-j; called MM in the XBT section in
Figure 3a of Zervakis et al., 2002). All images avail-
able in November and December show that T and S
have merged into T+S. Meanwhile, I98 has evolved
into I98/9 and has a huge signature (see previous sub-
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FIG. 13. –  Ierapetra from October 1998 to December 2001.



section), Q has decreased, and U or a new coastal
eddy grows and propagates downstream. From at
least October the images display the continuous sig-
nature of the general circulation alongslope. The XBT
sections in Figure 3b,c of Zervakis et al. (2002)
crossed both T+S and I98/9.

The southeastern Levantine in 1996, 1998 and
1999

It is relatively difficult to study the area of anti-
cyclonic activity of Shikmona. Firstly because dur-
ing summertime a warm surface layer develops that
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FIG. 13 (Cont.). – Ierapetra from October 1998 to December 2001.



often covers the mesoscale features’ thermal signa-
tures. Secondly because mesoscale eddies there
have small dimensions and change rapidly in both
form and position, and thirdly because many insta-
bility processes affect the general alongslope flow
and feed the offshore zone. Situations can be

described, nevertheless, and those of summer-
autumn 1998, 1996 and 1999 are detailed.

In summer 1998, Figure 15 evidences three
eddies named U’ (originated from an alongslope
flow instability in the southwestern Levantine, Fig.
12c), U” (suspected to have an origin similar to that
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FIG. 13 (Cont.). – Ierapetra from October 1998 to December 2001.



of U’) and V (that might be of different origin). U’
propagates northeastwards and progressively leaves
the coast while U” and V drift more slowly towards
north and east-southeast respectively. Several small-
er scale features (noted with lower-case letters), that
originated from the instability of the alongslope
flow, are then entrained by the larger eddies. As a
result of these interactions the signatures of the lat-

ter are highly variable: for instance V mainly
entrains water from the east in August and
November, and from the south in late September. In
July U’ is clearly embedded in the alongslope flow,
it grows and slowly moves northeastwards, so that
by November it has pinched off and becomes a part
of the Shikmona anticyclonic activity system. In
Figure 15l the circulation appears clearly, with a
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FIG. 14. –  The southern Cretan and the southwestern Levantine from late February to December 1999.



flow alongslope in the south that propagates east-
ward (see the propagation and deformation due to
instability of the cooler signature of its outer edge,
especially from 15a to 15d, and from 15g to 15j) and
its continuation alongslope northwards although
locally and temporarily disturbed by V: in Figure 15l
the entrainment around 33°N due to V signs a south-
ward (mesoscale) current. 

The summer 1996 situation (Fig. 16a-d) differs
in that it shows only one large eddy offshore (locat-
ed slightly north of where V was in Fig. 15), inter-

acting with other anticyclonic eddy-like structures
that originated alongslope. By autumn 1996 the gen-
eral circulation appears to be organised in the same
way as it was described in late 1998. The instability
of the southern alongslope flow is also well signed
by the deformation of the cooler signature of its
outer edge (Fig. 16a-d).

Similar features are encountered in summer 1999
(Fig. 16g-l), although if V were a permanent eddy, it
would now be located more to the south. The
alongslope northward current is evident from the
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FIG. 15. –  The southeastern Levantine from mid-July to mid-November 1998.



propagation of the warm filament-like feature locat-
ed near 32°N-34°E (Fig. 16g-j).

The northern Levantine from 1996 to 1999

The series in Figure17 shows, in addition to those
in Figures 15 and 16, the continuity of the overall
alongslope flow off the Middle East and Turkey. It is
rare to observe the AW bypassing Cyprus northwards
west of it, and if it does the alongslope circulation co-
exists. The small (30-60 km) eddies W1 and W2

propagate downstream at 0-3 km/d off Middle
Eastern coasts and rapidly evolve (X1 and X2 are
described below). The major aim of this series is to
provide a different analysis of the features previous-
ly named “Rhodes gyre”, “West Cyprus gyre” and
“Latakia eddy” (see Fig. 1d). Indeed, a cyclonic eddy
(or gyre) is, from a hydrological point of view, essen-
tially a doming structure that can easily be confused
with a zone of dense water, possibly at rest, sur-
rounded by a flow of lighter water. In the case of the
“Latakia eddy”, surrounding is partly due to
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FIG. 16. –  The southeastern Levantine from early August to early November 1996 (a-f); from mid-August to late September 1999 (g-l).



“Shikmona” and partly due to the angle of the coast-
line. For the “Rhodes and West Cyprus gyres”, sur-
rounding by the general circulation is always clear in
the north but much more variable elsewhere (the ori-
gin of N is shown in Fig. 10).

From June to August 1996 (Fig. 18a-c), X1 is sta-
tionary off Turkey and seemingly blocks the
“AMC”, since part of the latter flows alongslope
shoreward from X1 while warm water accumulates
upstream at the gulf of Antalya entrance as a huge
“AMC” meander. In September-October the
“AMC” flows around X1 and the meander continues
growing upstream. Finally, the two seaward exten-
sions of the “AMC” join and isolate a patch of cool
water in the middle of the gulf that is not a closed
cyclonic eddy. From November 1996 to February
1997, X1 has progressed shoreward and is now fully
embedded in the “AMC”, while the meander
upstream of X1 is now organised as another eddy
X2, which looks like X1 (characteristic diameters
and propagation speeds are ~100 km and 0-3 km/d).
However, contrary to X1, which will remain station-
ary until February 1997 (i.e. at least 8 months total),
X2 propagates downstream until February, when it
interacts with X1. Then, X1 begins propagating
downstream and X2 drifts seaward, and both are
seen in March and April. X1 and X2 signatures are
lost by May (the signatures are not convincing
enough to be tracked). 

Figure 19a displays an unusual signature (its
eastern (resp. western) side suggests an anticyclonic
(resp. cyclonic) motion) at the place where the sig-
nature of X2 was lost. This might be due to the
monthly composition, although it resembles the sig-

nature encountered from September to November
1996 (partly due to X1 at that time). In addition, an
anticyclonic eddy appears downstream close to
where X1 was lost. Both new structures are clearly
identified as anticyclones in September. They are
named X3 and X4, since the continuity with X1 and
X2 resp. could not be established. Note that X3 tem-
porarily prevents most of the current flowing
between Rhodes and the continent and even entrains
water from the Aegean (possibly expelled by the
Etesians) into the Levantine (Fig. 19b). From
October 1997 to January 1998, X3 propagates
downstream south of Rhodes, while X4 develops
and seems ready to pinch off. Both eddies are then
lost in late winter-spring. In August 1998, a new
(possible continuity with X4 could not be estab-
lished) eddy X5 similar to X1 develops, showing
similar interactions with the general flow. However,
it soon propagates downstream as far as Rhodes
where it is lost in January 1999.

The Aegean and northern Cretan 

The Aegean

Most of the variability is seasonal, and the over-
all SST distribution is mainly governed by the
Etesians (well known). We thus analyse monthly
composites for a year (1998, Fig. 20).

No overall circulation features appear in May,
while the upwelling induced eastward by the
Etesians and the associated accumulation of warmer
water off Greece appear clearly in June. From July
to November, the east-west SST gradient decreases
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FIG. 17. –  The northern Levantine from mid-November 1996 to mid-December 1996.
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FIG. 18. – The northern Levantine from late June 1996 to May 1997.
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FIG. 19. – The northern Levantine from August 1997 to January 1999.



since most of the warmer water is progressively
entrained partly out of the Aegean and partly along
Crete, and also since in early summer the intensifi-
cation of the Etesians extends mixing. Since wind
mixing and drift are reduced by the orography, the
coolest waters are observed in the Aegean central
part in-between the islands. Warmer waters off
Turkey could reveal some northward spreading of
the “AMC”, but most of it is confined in the north-
ern Levantine and the northern Cretan. From
December to April, the “AMC” penetrates into the
Aegean off Turkey and in the northern Cretan while
cool waters propagate southwards off Greece.

The northern Cretan

The general situation in the August 1999 com-
posite (Fig. 21a) is similar to that in the July-August
1998 ones (Fig. 20). Figure 21a evidences a 100-km
anticyclonic eddy Z1 that propagates eastwards at
~1 km/d. In late November another eddy Z2 is cre-
ated, and both Z1 and Z2 propagate eastwards until
February. The signature of Z1 is lost in March after

8 months but, from May to September and maybe
November, it or another eddy (noted Z3) is detected
where Z1 was lost. In December 2000 Z3 can no
longer be tracked, but Z2 is still there, roughly at the
place it occupied in February 2000 and even in
December 1999, i.e. one year before. Cyclonic
eddies of smaller scales and much shorter lifetimes
(a few weeks) can be encountered episodically along
the eastern Cretan slope.

DISCUSSION 

The circulation features we have inferred from
the analysis of satellite imagery differ less from
the historical schemata than from the recent
(POEM-type) ones. The major question is: does
AW meander across the central parts of the basin,
or does it flow counterclockwise at basin scale,
and more precisely alongslope? The POEM in situ
data sets did not cover the southernmost part of the
basin (see Fig. 2); nevertheless the derived
schemata discarded the possibility of an eastward
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FIG. 20. – The Aegean from May 1998 to April 1999.



AW flow off Africa. However, Millot (1992) fos-
tered Nielsen’s basic considerations about the
effect of the earth’s rotation, and also promoted a
counterclockwise circulation at basin-scale in the
eastern basin. The AW flow at basin scale is dis-
cussed in the next subsection.

Currently, interpretations of the same POEM
data sets differ: they hold the features named
“Mersa-Matruh” and “Shikmona” either as perma-
nent, recurrent and/or transient, when our analysis
(also coherent with the POEM observations, see Fig.
2) always shows the presence of different eddies in
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these areas. Then the underlying question is: how
well have the mesoscale processes and variability
been described and understood? The preliminary
analysis of IR images by Le Vourch et al. (1992)
showed that the AW flow is markedly unstable.
Millot (1992) emphasised similarities with the west-
ern basin, with mesoscale meanders characterising

the flow in the north and large meanders evolving
into eddies characterising the flow in the south. The
POEM in situ data were collected every ~ half
degree, and such a large sampling interval prevents
mesoscale features being described correctly. In the
same way one survey per year does not yields rele-
vant information about the temporal evolution of the
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FIG. 22. – The eastern basin of the Mediterranean Sea in December from 1985 to 1996.



mesoscale features. We compare our results with the
other available analyses region by region in the rest
of subsections.

The whole basin

Figure 22 shows the monthly composites for
November available from 1985 to 1996 (to cover, in
particular, all POEM experiments). Note that all other
months display similar overall features except, obvi-
ously, those linked to seasonal variability. Although
the interannual variability cannot be neglected, the
overall features we have inferred in the results section
can be evidenced. One is the intensity of the
mesoscale activity (eddies) in the southern part, and
the activity, to a lesser extent (meanders), in the north.
But most importantly, the warmest (lightest) AW is
seen alongslope, and it clearly flows counterclock-
wise around the basin. There is no evidence of any
cross-basin flow or jet, all the more since the warmer
AW signature is continuous from Libya to at least the
entrance of the Aegean. Therefore, it is Nielsen’s
schema that, up to now, best represents the large-scale
features of the AW circulation.

The channel of Sicily

The AW flow splitting at the entrance of the
channel of Sicily is better represented by the schema
of Nielsen than by the schemata of Ovchinnikov and
of Lacombe and Tchernia, since most of the inflow
seems to be constrained along the Tunisian slope
rather than spreading across the whole channel. At
least concerning the splitting, our analysis is consis-
tent with the numerical results of Molcard et al.
(2002) and shows that it mainly occurs north of
Tunisia, just at the channel entrance.

Within the channel, the intense upwelling off
Sicily prevents checking the most recent circulation
diagram of Robinson et al. (1999) there, which indi-
cates a major inflow meandering off Sicily and
describes a series of “semi-permanent features” such
as vortices and crests. This diagram differs from the
ones by Robinson and Golnaraghi (1993, Fig. 1e)
and by Malanotte-Rizzoli et al. (1997, Fig. 3a) since
AW, although still meandering, is represented flow-
ing close to Sicily and north of Malta. In 1994 and
1995, Robinson et al. (1999) launched drifters south
of Sicily that were entrained northwards alongslope
in the Ionian by the branch previously discussed
(thus further supporting the consistency between our

image analysis and in situ observations). However,
although one drifter launched in the central part of
the channel joined the drifters discussed above, sev-
eral others drifted southwards off Tunisia. Their tra-
jectories further east are unfortunately not shown,
probably since this was not the focus of the paper. In
any case, care must be taken when attempting to link
fluxes to drifter trajectory statistics, since it would
require deploying the drifters homogeneously across
the flow. In other words, the southward flow would
probably have been investigated too if more drifters
had been launched closer to Tunisia. 

In any case, the images suggest that AW is con-
fined mainly along Tunisia within the channel itself
while, just south of the channel, most of the flow
progresses in its central part. This could seem incon-
sistent with basic considerations about the Coriolis
effect that should constrain any flow along the con-
tinental slope. However, it has been demonstrated
that where the shelf is wide (e.g. the Gulf of Lions
in the western basin), the general circulation follows
the slope (depths >100-200 m) more than the coast-
line (Millot, 1999), because it has a significant
thickness. The alongslope circulation around the
Tunisian continental shelf is well evidenced in the
numerical results of Pierini and Rubino (2001). It is
thus clear that, although one (upper) part of AW con-
tinues flowing along the coastline over the Tunisian
shelf, the slope guides another part. Both “branches”
are due to the Coriolis effect at different depths but,
from a kinematic point of view, it might be that the
branch on the shelf rapidly slackens due to the bot-
tom stress while the branch along the slope is still
intense (as in the Gulf of Lions). For more details
see Béranger et al. (2004). Far south from the chan-
nel, where the Tunisian shelf rapidly reduces (near
12-13°E), the main branch hits the coastline near the
Tunisia-Libya border and partly veers to its right
before penetrating westwards over the shelf. There,
the circulation is quite well represented by the
schema of Lacombe and Tchernia (the clockwise
gyre in Ovchinnikov’s schema is probably too large
and not linked with the bathymetry). However, nei-
ther the southward flow along the Tunisian coastline
nor the variability of the circulation over the
Tunisian shelf have been schematised.

The Ionian 

This subbasin is one of the most complicated to
study with in situ as well as remotely sensed data.
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Firstly because the AW flow is markedly disturbed
by its passage through the channel of Sicily where
bathymetric and meteorological / climatic condi-
tions have a large spatial and temporal variability.
Secondly, upon exiting this relatively wide channel
mainly in its central part, AW flows into a much
wider domain and is thus not very well channelled,
so that various complex features can be generated.
Finally, the overall counterclockwise circuit closes
there (as conceived by Nielsen, Fig. 1a). We focus
first on the overall circulation and then on the
mesoscale phenomena.

The overall circulation

The first point concerns the “AIS” meandering in
the northern part of the Ionian that is said by
Malanotte-Rizzoli and Bergamasco (1989, 1991)
and Robinson and Golnaraghi (1993) to be a sum-
mertime feature and to finally form the “MMJ”. The
series of images in Figures 5 and 22 shows that a
northward flow off Sicily is an actual feature,
although it does not look like a meander. This flow
was documented not only by the POEM 1987, 1991
and 1995 hydrological data, but also by drifters’ tra-
jectories between 1994 and 1997 (Poulain, 1998;
Robinson et al., 1999). According to Pinardi et al.
(1997), this meander was established in 1987 by an
anomalous wind stress curl that reversed the circula-
tion from clockwise to counterclockwise. Satellite
images (e.g. Fig. 5) show that this feature is not sea-
sonal but interannual, was there in the late eighties,
and decayed in January-February 1998.
Hydrological data indicate that it persisted until
August 1998 and confirm that it is an interannual
feature, and Manca et al. (2003) suggest that it was
forced for about one decade by the mean wind stress
curl. In 1999 and 2002, recent AW was only found
in the southern Ionian (Manca et al., 2002). In addi-
tion, the imagery shows that more than a meander
that would continue eastwards, this feature must be
thought of as a branch spreading northwards and
more or less decaying there, without any continuity
(after G, Fig. 5, 7) with the circulation in the east.
From at least spring 1997 to spring 1998 (Fig. 7), F
and G in the branch did not move, which may indi-
cate that the branch was decaying. Moreover, from
spring 1998 (Fig. 8), F began drifting southward, i.e.
against the direction of the former branch. This
analysis is consistent with the drifters’ trajectories of
Poulain (1998). The salinity, temperature and

dynamic height distributions in Figure 18 of
Malanotte-Rizzoli et al. (1997) could also be inter-
preted as a dead-end branch, rather than the inferred
meander schematised in Figure 3a.

The imagery also shows the permanence of the
main AW flow along the Libyan slope with roughly
constant characteristics, and its dominance when the
branch spreading northward decayed (see Fig. 22). It
also shows the seasonal variability of the alongslope
flow from the Ionian into the Adriatic, which is actu-
ally highest in winter (Artegiani et al., 1997), and its
eventual splitting before the channel of Otranto that
closes the overall counterclockwise circulation,
even when a branch spreads northwards from Sicily. 

The mesoscale phenomena

All images in the Ionian illustrate the variability
of the thermal signature of mesoscale eddies in a
very complex environment. This signature (which is
also the in situ one!) demonstrates how difficult the
inference of a circulation diagram can be without
any help from satellite imagery. For instance, sam-
pling only the edges of a series of anticyclonic
eddies can lead to misinterpret them as a permanent
stream meandering across a subbasin, even if no net
transport is associated with such an eddy-field. 

We confirm that Pelops is generated by the
Etesians in summer south of the Peloponnese before
drifting roughly westwards (as indicated by e.g.
Matteoda and Glenn, 1996). In addition, we show
that it could be generated over some earlier eddies,
we have tracked it (P97) for more than one year and
we have thus shown that two generations of Pelops
(e.g. P97 and P98) could co-exist a few 100 km
apart. The Pelops’ counterpart (the “Western Cretan
gyre”), although basically different and stationary
(as previously described), displays the same season-
al variability. 

We have illustrated, for the first time, the gener-
ation, propagation (0-3 km/d) and pinching-off of
mesoscale (50-250 km) eddies off the western
Libyan slope. Interactions with their parent current
have also been documented. 

Finally, we have tracked for about two years an
anticyclonic eddy (F) that crossed most of the sub-
basin from north to south (while others were tracked
crossing it from northwest to southeast). Initially
found just east of Sicily and issuing from the AW
branch discussed above, it first remained stationary
for ~1 year. Then, it propagated southwards and
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reached the Libyan shelf ~1 year later, strongly
interacting there with a Libyan anticyclonic eddy in
a dramatic, although probably rare, way. Indeed, the
interaction generated a small cyclonic eddy that rap-
idly became relatively large and which then strong-
ly interacted with the alongslope flow itself. The
Maltese filament can be entrained around anticy-
clonic eddies across the whole southern subbasin. 

The Adriatic 

The schema of Artegiani et al. (1997) reproduces
most of the features evidenced by the imagery but
disagrees with our analysis, since the southern gyre
is seen to strengthen in winter. Indeed, the images
show a close link between the inflow and the zone
of dense water formation that is not schematised,
although this is consistent with what is expected in
this zone and is clearly supported by drifters’ trajec-
tories (Poulain, 2001). The available schemata can
thus be improved in the Adriatic.

The southern Cretan and the southwestern
Levantine 

Although we did not focus on the “Western
Cretan gyre”, due to the lack of interesting results,
we parallel (see previous subsections) the cyclonic-
anticyclonic paired eddies found east of the strait of
Bonifacio (eddies not named yet) and south of the
west-Cretan straits (Pelops and the “Western Cretan
gyre”). The main reasons could be a strong oro-
graphic effect, relatively narrow straits and the
absence of marked alongslope circulation in both
places. We differentiate this from what occurs south
of the east-Cretan straits, although the dynamics of
Ierapetra is similar to that of Pelops. Indeed, the
Turkish orography is less marked than the Cretan
one, this set of straits is relatively wide and the gen-
eral circulation is intense there (see subsection on
the northern Levantine). 

In the western Cretan and northern Bonifacio
zones, the wind stress curl entrains (on its left) sur-
face water into a counterclockwise rotation and
Ekman pumping creates a doming structure. When
the wind stops, geostrophic adjustment tends to
generate a cyclonic rim current all around the dom-
ing that can persist up to one year (Crépon et al.,
1989). However, although one drifter started a
cyclonic loop before being lost southwest of Crete
(Matteoda and Glenn, 1996), the Cretan cyclone

seems (at least from space) neither intense nor long-
lived. Although this cyclone was rarely sampled (at
mesocale at least), it is probably less intense than
the Bonifacio cyclone clearly evidenced with
drifters (Artale et al., 1994) and seen from space
nearly all year long. When warm waters cover such
a doming structure after a period of calm or non-
adequate winds, their signature is lost from space
although it can still be detected with in situ data.
This seems to occur (from the imagery analysis)
more frequently for the Cretan cyclone than for the
Bonifacio one. It is hypothesised that the difference
of intensity is not due to winds that are stronger and
more frequent in the Bonifacio area, but that the
Bonifacio cyclone, cornered between Corsica and
the Italian peninsula, is intensified where the over-
all counterclockwise circulation along the peninsu-
la joins. The Cretan cyclone, as it is far away from
the overall alongslope circulation along Africa,
does not interact with it. 

Ierapetra is generated by the Etesians every sum-
mer-autumn off southeastern Crete. It is clearly fed
sporadically by water coming from the overall
alongslope counterclockwise circulation, according
to several processes. Classically, the wind stress curl
that generates Ierapetra itself and the western Cretan
cyclone induces in-between them a northward flow
towards Crete that feeds both eddies. According to
the images that show the shadowing effect of Crete
on the Etesians up to Africa, it must be considered
that, whatever the wind stress curl is, waters pushed
against Africa mainly on both sides of Crete flow
back to the north more easily leeward of it. In addi-
tion, feeding occurs from the south through a pad-
dle-wheel effect via the Libyan anticyclonic eddies.
Finally, feeding also occurs from the northeast
through the “AMC”. Ierapetra can drift (as I96),
interact with Ierapetra formed one year later (I97),
merge with it (I96+97), drift close to the African
slope before, upon decaying (I’), feeding the newly
formed Ierapetra (I98). It can also remain stationary.
Then, if it survives in spring (as I98 and I00), due to
being fed by other eddies or even since it is sus-
tained by any northerly wind, it will give rise to an
unusually large Ierapetra one year later (as I98/9 and
I00/1). Finally, since a huge Ierapetra (I98/9) drifted
westwards and remained there in a relatively quiet
area (leeward of Crete and away from the more tur-
bulent area in the south) while another Ierapetra
(I00/1) was growing, two generations of Ierapetras
can be found close together for a while.
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Large (100-250 km) eddies in the African coastal
zone result from instability processes affecting the
alongslope circulation off Libya and off western
Egypt. They have similar characteristics so that we
name them Libyo-Egyptian eddies. They propagate
at most at 3 km/d, and can be tracked for years (up
to ~2 at least). They have been observed deflecting
seaward eddies approaching from upstream, feeding
Ierapetra, and modifying the whole alongslope flow. 

Whatever their origin (i.e. the Ierapetra area or
the Libyo-Egyptian slope), mesoscale eddies can
merge, making “Mersa-Matruh” an area continuous-
ly occupied by slowly propagating and constantly
interacting anticyclonic eddies. It is worth noting
that T or T+S in late October - November 1999 (Fig.
14i-k) was recognised as “Mersa-Matruh” by
Zervakis et al. (2002), who sampled it with XBTs
(thus validating again our interpretation of its signa-
ture) and inferred a transport of more than 4 Sv (ref-
erence level at 460 m). Large eddies seem to accu-
mulate in the Mersa-Matruh area. We thus suppose
that, similarly to the Algerian eddies, they undergo
the planetary b effect and non-linearities (see
Taupier-Letage and Millot, 1988) and we hypothe-
sise that their deep extent somehow traps them in the
Herodotus trough (~3,000 m, see Fig. 1a). Therefore
we suggest naming the associated eddy field SLW

(for area of eddy accumulation in the western
Levantine). Instead of a permanent or recurrent
“Mersa-Matruh” eddy or gyre we have shown that
there were several eddies permanently in this area,
which explains the numerous discrepancies in the
“Mersa-Matruh” status found in the literature.

Finally, none of the images support the occur-
rence of a “MMJ” as the warmer signature of AW is
quasi-continuous alongslope, and rather patchy
(eddy-scale) offshore. Indeed, as stated by Özsoy et
al. (1993, p. 1082), “the persistence and continuity
of a cross-basin current could not be well defined
and the current system cannot be separated from the
eddy field that partly defines it”. As an example,
when mesoscale eddies are fully resolved and
crossed, there is no structure corresponding to a
“MMJ” on hydrological transects (e.g. Figs. 7 and 9
of Marullo et al., 2003). Moreover, while none of
the XBT transects performed during the MFSPP
experiment evidenced a “MMJ”, all of them evi-
denced an alongslope eastward circulation off Egypt
(Zervakis et al., 2002) that is still called “MMJ” by
Fusco et al. (2003). It is worth noting that the asso-
ciated transport of ~1 Sv is relatively low with

respect to those in the larger mesoscale eddies (sev-
eral Sv), but it is consistent with both the inflow at
Sicily and the amount of AW transformed by dense
water formation processes in the whole basin.

The southeastern Levantine

The mesoscale phenomena in the Shikmona area
can hardly be detailed due to their relatively small
scale (mostly 10s of km, up to 100 km) and rapid
evolution in shape and position (propagation speeds
of 0 to 10 km/d). It might be that the eddy found in
the northeast (named V) is the Cyprus anticyclonic
eddy previously described, although images do not
support the 3-year lifetime indicated by Brenner
(1993). However, complex anticyclonic activity (as
mentioned by Özsoy et al., 1993) is observed year-
round making “Shikmona” an area permanently fed
from the south and the east by the alongslope (coun-
terclockwise) flow (note that we did not find any
evidence of the “MMJ” feeding “Shikmona” from
the northwest, as suggested by the POEM-type
schemata). Therefore, we suggest naming the asso-
ciated eddy field SLE (for area of eddy accumulation
in the eastern Levantine). As in the case of “Mersa-
Matruh”, this explanation allows the controversies
about the status of “Shikmona” to be settled: since
eddies permanently accumulate, those observed
there logically have different positions and sizes in
time. However, a major difference with SLW is that
there may be only one large eddy. 

The northern Levantine

Although a large anticyclone in SLE can some-
times extend far to the north, so that some water can
sporadically flow northwards west of Cyprus, the
overall general circulation is clearly alongslope off
the Middle East and Turkey. Contrary to what was
indicated by Robinson et al. (1991), the whole
“AMC” does not originate locally from the “CC”
but from further upstream (i.e. up to Libya).
Sometimes a meander increases at the place where
W1 was observed (Fig. 16b-c), which is interpreted
as the “Latakia eddy”. However, we have not seen
any eddy detach there, and the northward propaga-
tion of the features is most common. Therefore, we
do not identify a specific “Latakia eddy”. In a simi-
lar way, the combination of the alongslope flow, and
the presence of a large anticyclone in SLE and off
Cyprus may lead to interpreting a “West Cyprus
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gyre” where there is in fact mainly cool water
roughly at rest surrounded by the warmer general
circulation. However, the Etesians, which blow
through the east-Cretan straits and interact with the
orography, can generate a cyclone there that is more
or less similar to the “Western Cretan gyre”,
although less intense since the Turkish orography is
smoother than the Cretan one. This might be the rea-
son why some water from the alongslope circulation
can be entrained seawards in a cyclonic way (see
Fig. 17 south from X1), maybe up to SLE. This
entrainment depends on the wind and seems to be
superficial and limited, and there is no evidence of
any closed permanent gyre there. Such a tenuous
border between the “West Cyprus gyre” and the
“Rhodes gyre” has also been described in the west-
ern basin between the Ligurian and Provençal sub-
basins (Wald, 1985).

The “West Cyprus gyre” and Ierapetra could be
considered as the paired cyclonic-anticyclonic
eddies associated with the east-Cretan strait, as we
did for the “Western Cretan gyre” and Pelops (and
for the eddies east of Bonifacio). However, the east-
Cretan strait is, when considering northerly winds
(i.e. not only the Etesians but also those advecting
cold and dry continental air masses in winter), much
larger than the other straits are. Therefore, between
the zones characterised by large wind stress curl val-
ues and occupied by the paired eddies, there is a cen-
tral zone characterised by much lower curl values
and possibly larger speed values. Surface water in
this central zone is more mixed than on either side,
SST values there are always relatively low. When
surface water has been swept away and/or mixed
with deeper water in winter, part of the water col-
umn is homogenised, and thus can no longer be
entrained by the wind, so large amounts of dense
water (especially LIW) are formed.

Geostrophic adjustment clearly gives rise to a rim
current (e.g. Crépon et al., 1989) around a zone of
dense water formation in the open ocean. However,
mechanisms are certainly not so simple when the
zone is close to the coast because of winds blowing
from land. Consistently, no image and no in situ data
account for any rim current surrounding these zones
that could correspond to the alleged “Rhodes gyre”
and “Lion gyre” (e.g. Roussenov et al., 1995).
Winter images evidence the “AMC” flowing both
into the Aegean off Turkey and along the southern
slope of the islands from Turkey to Crete. They also
evidence the fact that this “AMC” is disconnected

from the warm waters found in the south that are
linked to the numerous mesoscale eddies (e.g. N)
described there. Therefore, even if there must be an
eastern basin Northern Current linked to the dense
water formation in the northern Levantine, we do not
conceive a “Rhodes gyre” stricto sensu.

The Aegean and northern Cretan

From late autumn to early spring, the northward
penetration of the “AMC” over cooler waters is
clear because the Etesians have pushed surface
waters away from the Turkish coasts. At the same
time, waters cooled in the north by air - sea interac-
tions and by mixing with fresh water outflows prop-
agate southwards off Greece, so that there is a clear
counterclockwise circulation in most of the Aegean
in winter. This circulation does not close in the
northern Cretan since part of the warm waters pene-
trating through the east-Cretan strait tend to follow
the slope associated with the islands in the central
Aegean and thus flow (always counterclockwise and
alongslope) directly towards the west-Cretan strait. 

In summer, the Etesians push the warm waters
towards Greece and southwards so that the surface
circulation is still alongslope and counterclockwise
in the western Aegean. It is worth noting that while
most of the warm water outflows from the west-
Cretan strait, a significant part flows along the
northern coast of Crete, generating mesoscale anti-
cyclonic eddies there. Once created, the eddies prop-
agate eastwards and can be tracked for ~1 year (e.g.
Z2 in Fig. 21). Surface water can be pushed in this
way by northerly winds and create similar eddies
during other seasons as well. In summer, the circu-
lation off Turkey is not so clear, and probably less
intense, so that the counterclockwise circuit might
not be closed.

The schema in Figure 3b-c correctly represents
the penetration of the “AMC” into the Aegean,
except for its northward extent, while only the
schema in Figure 3d gives a consistent idea of the
circulation off Greece. None of the characteristics of
the mesoscale activity in the northern Cretan (main-
ly anticyclones ~100 km in diameter stationary or
propagating eastwards at ~1 km/day along Crete)
are correctly schematised. The overall circulation in
the whole area is mainly westwards in the north in
winter and eastwards in the south in summer. This
year-round alongslope and counterclockwise circu-
lation has not been well schematised up to now.
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CONCLUSION

The circulation of the Atlantic Water (AW) in the
eastern basin of the Mediterranean Sea has been
inferred from the visual analysis of IR satellite
images (all monthly composites available from 1985
and weekly and daily composites (~1000) during the
period 1996 to 2000). Our approach results from the
fact that analysing individual images visually pro-
vides more information for understanding processes
than performing unsupervised statistical analyses.
The present analysis is the follow-up of the analysis

of images spanning the eighties from numerous
studies that link remotely sensed and in situ obser-
vations in the western basin, and of detailed com-
parisons between the western and eastern basins.
The information we infer is not consistent with any
of the basin-scale schemata that have been widely
referred to during the last decade, nor with most of
the schemata available at subbasin scale. Despite the
fact that Nielsen’s schema (Fig. 1a) does not evi-
dence any mesoscale feature, which is easily under-
stood, it is the one that we find the most compatible
with our analysis, since it emphasises the major
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FIG. 23. – The eastern basin of the Mediterranean Sea in January 1998 (a), and the schema of the surface circulation (b).



effect of the earth’s rotation on the overall circula-
tion. This can be deduced from all images shown
above, as well as from the monthly composite of
January 1998 we present in Figure 23a. The latter
illustrates all the conclusions detailed hereafter, and
will help in understanding the circulation schema we
propose in Figure 23b. 

Our analysis shows that a continuous flow of AW
progresses mainly counterclockwise as an alongs-
lope flow around most of the subbasins, hence form-
ing a basin-wide gyre. AW first splits off northern
Tunisia and enters the channel of Sicily mainly
along Tunisia. Then, most of it spreads in the middle
of the channel due to the widening of the Tunisian
shelf. A small part of the flow penetrates towards the
central Ionian as complex mesoscale eddies that
propagate roughly southeastwards and / or as a
northward branch probably induced by the wind at
an interannual time scale (i.e. not at a seasonal one,
and without re-joining the remainder of the flow).
Although the relative importance of the branches
has yet to be established, it seems that most of the
AW flow continues southwards around the Tunisian
continental shelf, thus hitting the western Libyan
slope and partly turning clockwise over the Tunisian
shelf. Finally, most of the AW flow concentrates in
the southern Ionian along the eastern Libyan slope.
The whole flow clearly continues alongslope in both
the southern Cretan and the whole Levantine. In
winter especially, and thanks to the decay of the
Etesians, the AW flow then penetrates into the
Aegean and the northern Cretan where it circulates
counterclockwise before progressing around Greece
up to inside the Adriatic and along southern Italy. An
increasing number of numerical results (e.g. Pinardi
and Masetti, 2000; Alhammoud et al., 2003, 2005)
and data analyses (Fusco et al., 2003) support such
an alongslope counterclockwise general circulation
(basin-wide gyre).

The AW flow is unstable all along its circuit and
generates mesoscale eddies. In addition, other
mesoscale eddies are generated by the interaction of
the Etesians with the orography. Original features
have been specified at subbasin scale:

- In the Ionian, eddies generated in the central
part, either directly from the AW inflow or from the
wind-induced branch, can propagate south-south-
eastwards across the whole basin and finally disturb
the circulation along the Libyan slope. Other eddies
generated by the instability of the alongslope flow
off western Libya can pinch off, follow the deeper

isobath, re-interact with the parent flow around
Cyrenaïca and then either drift seawards along the
deepest isobaths or continue propagating alongslope
downstream. Pelops is formed every year by the
Etesians south / southwest of the Peloponnese. If it
does not decay rapidly, it can then drift westwards
for more than 1 year, so that two successive Pelops
can be found a few 100 km apart. All these eddies
can reach diameters of ~100 to 250 km, have life-
times of 1 to 2 years, and propagate and/or drift at a
few km/d.

- In the southern Cretan, the eddies generated by
the instability of the alongslope flow can reach
diameters of 200 to 250 km. Some of them seem to
pinch off near the place where the deep isobaths
divert seaward (~20°E). Most of them propagate
downstream at up to ~3 km/d until the southwestern
Levantine (we call them Libyo-Egyptian eddies),
but they can also remain quasi-stationary and then
deflect seaward eddies approaching from upstream. 

- Ierapetra is an anticyclonic eddy generated dur-
ing all summer-autumn periods by the Etesians
southeast of Crete, possibly reaching a diameter of
~200 km. Ierapetra is fed by waters entrained by the
wind stress curl, associated with the eastern-Crete
orography, and by the whole-Crete shadowing
effect. Indeed, this effect extends as far as Africa and
allows waters pushed there to flow back northwards
in the lee of the island. Ierapetra can also be fed
from the northeast by the overall AW flow. Ierapetra
can have lifetimes of a few years, drift towards the
Libyan slope, interact with the Libyo-Egyptian
eddies, interact and merge with the Ierapetra of the
former generation, or remain stationary, thus being
sustained by all northerly wind events, and finally
by the Etesians the year after to give rise to an espe-
cially intense Ierapetra.

- In the southwestern Levantine, the Libyo-
Egyptian eddies formed by instability of the alongs-
lope flow upstream can propagate downstream,
remain stationary, occasionally move upstream,
interact and / or merge with other eddies and / or
decay. New eddies can be generated there and rapid-
ly grow before eventually merging and drifting sea-
wards along the deepest isobaths. The SST signature
of eddies there is markedly dependent on the
Etesians, although most (if not all) of them are not
wind-induced. In any case, the largest eddies (trans-
port of several Sv, Zervakis et al., 2002) do not
propagate further east, probably due to their deep
extent and to the sloping up of the isobaths, and / or
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the planetary b effect and the non-linearities. The
3000 m Herodotus through off Mersa-Matruh seems
to trap the eddies (most probably because of their
vertical extent), so that eddies are permanently
found there. Thus we name this accumulation of
(anticyclonic) eddies in the western Levantine SLW.
Then, contrary to what has been accepted hitherto,
the area known as “Mersa-Matruh” is not occupied
by a recurrent / permanent eddy/gyre, but by slowly
propagating and merging anticyclonic eddies that
originated elsewhere.

- We suppose that the succession of the northern
edges of these mesoscale eddies must have been
mistaken for a central meandering eastward “Mid-
Mediterranean Jet”. 

- In the southeastern Levantine, only medium-
sized (100-150 km) anticyclonic eddies can (proba-
bly due to topography) propagate downstream
alongslope off Egypt at a few km/d before being
entrained seawards by the deepest isobaths and con-
tributing to the anticyclonic structure known as
“Shikmona”. Smaller-scale features (10s km) issue
from the alongslope flow off the Middle East and
propagate downstream at up to ~10 km/d before
generally evolving  as plumes, pinching off and then
also feeding “Shikmona”. We name this area where
(anticyclonic) eddies accumulate, fed either from
the east or south by smaller eddies and plumes orig-
inated from the alongslope flow, SLE.

- In the northern Levantine, the instability of the
alongslope circulation generates another kind of
mesoscale feature: well defined anticyclonic eddies
up to ~50 km off the easternmost part of Turkey and
~100 km in the Antalya-Rhodes area, which are
either stationary or propagating downstream at up to
3 km/d for months. These eddies can markedly mod-
ify the circulation in the east-Cretan straits. 

- In the northern Cretan, the anticyclonic eddies
probably originate from the instability of the part of
the flow entrained southwards by the Etesians, and
which cannot pass through the west-Cretan strait.
These eddies have diameters of 50 to 100 km, prop-
agate eastward off Crete at 0 to 2 km/d, and can be
tracked for months.

- From Greece to southern Italy, the instability of
the gyre does not seem to generate significant
mesoscale eddies.

The original description of the surface circula-
tion we came up with leads us to extend the hypoth-
esis about the effect of the bathymetry that was first
put forwards by Nielsen (1912) and to propose a

new understanding of the processes. Essentially, the
analysis of the IR imagery and our expertise in the
western basin lead us to assume that any stable cur-
rent will be constrained alongslope by the effect of
the earth’s rotation. As the surface flow is generally
a few 100 metres thick, it roughly follows the 100-
200 m isobaths. Now, as soon as an instability devel-
ops and an anticyclonic eddy grows, a coupling is
created between the surface layer and the deeper
one, the larger the eddy the deeper (a priori) its ver-
tical extent. Assuming that eddies often extend
down to the bottom leads us to assume that they are
actually guided by the deeper isobaths. This there-
fore explains why eddies pinch off preferentially
where deeper isobaths spread seaward, and why
large eddies with long lifetimes are preferentially
found where the bathymetry is deep enough. This
might also explain why large eddies propagating
downstream skip the southeastern corners of the
Ionian and the Levantine. Obviously, this hypothe-
sis, which is consistent with all data sets in the west-
ern basin, must be tested with adequate models and
theoretical analyses, and be supported by adequate
data sets (which is the goal of EGYPT, see
www.ifremer.fr/lobtln). In addition, we think that
only the wind-induced anticyclonic eddies Pelops
and Ierapetra, characterised by their year of forma-
tion, should be given a name preserving their geo-
graphical reference.

The topography in the eastern basin is relatively
complex and the meteorological-climatic conditions
there lead to several zones of dense water formation;
therefore, several segments of the counterclockwise
alongslope circulation could be identified (as before
in the western basin). However, we think that this
basin-wide gyre has basically two major compo-
nents. One would be the Libyo-Egyptian Current
which generates the relatively large Libyo-Egyptian
eddies that will interact, merge and accumulate in
the area SLW, hence directly spreading AW up to the
zone where LIW is formed (this current is the exact
counterpart of the Algerian Current). The other
would be an eastern-basin Northern Current that
could be considered as an entity (even though more
complex than in the western basin), extending more
or less continuously from the Middle East to south-
ern Italy. Note that the similarities and differences
that we see between the eastern and western basins,
which were first partially emphasised by Millot
(1992), have now been specified by Millot and
Taupier-Letage (2005b).  
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To conclude, our understanding of the processes
is very different from what has been interpreted up
to now. Our analysis is consistent with all available
in situ and remote data sets and is supported by the
most recent numerical simulations. Instead of con-
sidering that there is a continuous meandering
jet/stream crossing the whole basin in its central part
as in the POEM-schemata, and also considering
what is occurring in the south, we believe that i) the
AW circulation forms an alongslope and counter-
clockwise gyre at basin scale, ii) the mesoscale
eddies, either generated by the instability of the gyre
in the south (the Libyo-Egyptian Current) or by the
winds (the Etesians), play a fundamental role (the
eddy-transport is much larger than the gyre-trans-
port), iii) the gyre in the north (the Northern
Current) does not form a rim current around the
zones of dense water formation.
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